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Abstract

The White Dress is a novella about a five-year-old girl named Shay who

discovers that her adoptive parents, Linnie and Garek, had a biological daughter of

their own who died before Shay was adopted. Shay fìnds the daughter's name in

Linnie's diary and gradually pieces together the facts over a period ofseveral weeks.

Although Shay is unsettled by Linnie's secrecy, her desire to win her rnother's

approval leads her to try and model herselfafter Limrie's first daughter. But as

Lirurie's depression escalates, Shay is left more and more to her own devices.

Eventually, Shay uncovers another reality about herselfand her family which thows

her whole world into question,
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Our house was always cold. Linnie liked to leave the window open. She

thought the night air would make all ofus healthier, our lungs bigger, our skins

thicker. It was like what I read that the Spartans did with their babies, bathing them

in wine instead of water to make them tougher, to root out the weak ones. Or like

Mrs. Gavranovic from up the street always says, that what doesn't kill you will only

make you stronger. But I was worried that the night air would come ín and freeze my

bones and find me lacking and I would never get wann again. That Linnie and Garek

would decide that they didn't want me after all, and they'd leave me out on a

mountain to die alone, like the weak Spartan babies. Exposed. I was tenifìed of

being exposed.

But I only felt this fear at night, when the hot-water bottle tucked between my

sheets had lost all of its heat and the tip of my nose was cold and I couldn't get it

warm again. One of my favourite things to tell Linnie was that she should k¡it me a

nose-wanner, which I pictuled as being shaped like a miniature toque or a nightcap

just about the size of my baby fìnger and with its own little pom-pom on the end.

Linnie was always saying that she was going to leam how to knit, just like she was

going to leam how to make jam and pickles. Garek said that she was trying to

cultivate country traditions, even though we lived in the city. She bought preserves

and quilts and rag rugs at craft shows and country fairs. I wasli't sure why we needed

to make our own pickles, because it was just as easy to buy thern, but I was starting to

leam that people placed more value on things they made thernselves, which is why

being adopted wasn't as good as being somebody's own child. Sometimes I would

picture Linnie buying me at the fair, picking out the white bundle on the table next to
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rows of gleaming jewel-toned jellies and a grey-haired lady wrapping me up in

newspaper next to the Mason jars.

The hoþwater bottle itself was one area in which Lin¡ie didn't get her own

way. Linnie had wanted to bake bricks in the oven and then wrap them in towels,

because that's what they used to do in the olden days, but Garek told her not to be

ridiculous and that the whole point ofprogress was not to have to fill your daughter,s

bed with hot rocks. So instead I got the pink rubber hot-water bottle, wrapped up in a

yellow gingham dishcloth, which was enough to keep me frorn burning my toes when

it first went in, but thin enough to let the heat through. The hick was rnanaging to fall

asleep almost right away, with youl feet pressed up on either side of it while it was

still really warm. Sometimes I could do it, but more ofìen I laid awake for what

seemed to be a long time, thinking.

The night I first saw the book was a cold night, too, especially for July, and I

was shivering underneath the quilted crow's foot spread. Its pattem ofsquares and

jagged triangles was trembling in response to the quivering of my limbs, a geometric

spasrn ofblack and orange across my bed. I tumed over and pulled rny knees up to

my chest, under the thin cotton of my yellow nightgown. I had started looking at

words, and nightgown was a fumy one. When I thought of gowns, I pictured flowing

dresses with frills and bows and yards of glossy silk. But a nightgown, rny

nightgown at least, was just the opposite, straight and plain with two white buttons at

the top. But in a way it made sense to me in the disparity it implied between day and

night, the gulfbetween who you thought people were and who they really were in

their secret selves when no-one else was around. I felt like I was quite a different
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person in the solitude of my own bed than I was when I was playing in the daytime.

As the night air blew about my face, I watched the lights from passing cars trace

travelling patches of illumination across my bed and the shadowed ceiling, and I

thought more about Linnie and about the book that she kept in her bedside table

drawer.

I had seen Linnie writing in the book before bed. Garek was away up north

on business, doing work for the Departrnent of Indian Affairs. He said that he was

helping bring education to poor Indian children who lived in the forest and didn't

know how to read. I offered to send my extra copy of Alice in ll/onderland and, rvith

sorne reluctance, my blue pup tent, but he said that it wasn't necessary and that it was

his job to get them out of the bush into nice warm schools where they certainly

wouldn't need my little tent. Then he kissed me on the forehead before he left and

said I was a princess lor offering.

Limie and I had dirurer alone, but when I didn't eat very rnuch spaghetti

because I had started pretending it was rnade out of worms, she sent me to bed early.

I woke up and heard two cats fighting outside on the street below my window. All

the wailing and hissing sounded to me like the cries ofbabies being attacked by

snakes, and I ran into the master bedroom, the crow's foot quilt draped over my

shouldels like a cloak, the folds oforange and black triangles giving rne, as I

irnagined, the look of a tiger, or maybe a tiger cub, pursued by hungry hyenas. Linnie

was sitting up in bed, writing in a book with a green pen. When she saw me, she

closed it up with her pen inside and placed it inside the drawer ofher white bedside

table. She only spoke to me after she had done this.
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"Hello, Shay darling," she said, and she held out her arm and pulled back the

bedspread next to her. So I crawled in and told her about the sounds I heard, and she

told me it was probably only Mrs. Gavranovic's old tomcat showing the new tabby on

the street who was boss,

And I allowed myself to be comfoÍed, wriggling rny cold feet towards the

warmth of Linnie's legs. But I wasn't thinking so much about the cats anymore as

about the book. I closed my eyes and sighed. I had never seen Linnie writing before,

nothing beyond grocery lists or pages of sample letters for me to practice rny printing.

Butjust as I was beginning to drift towards sleep, Linnie touched my shoulder and

told rne to go back to bed. Even though Garek was away, she thought it was

impofiant for me to sleep in my own room. So I went. The Spartans also raised their

children to never fear the darkness, and maybe that was Linnie's way ofthinking, too.

So I was considering the book as I lay on rny side in my bed, my srnall palm

tucked beneath rny ear against the pillow. I wondered if it would be possible to sneak

into my parents' bedroom while they were sleeping, without waking them up. It was

a bold idea, a nighttime idea. The kind of idea that made me wonder if children really

could be returned after all, like a rotten tomato or a spoiled jar ofjam. One time my

mother took an apron back to the fair aÍÌer she bought it, its seams collapsing from a

loose thread, the apron reduced to squares offlowered cotton before we even got it

home.

In the moming, I thought of the book almost right away. The sunlight was

pouring ttu'ough the window, picking out the spots on the bedspread whe¡e the
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unknown quilter had used golden thread to outline the patches ofblack cotton. What

struck me was Linnie's mamer when she had been suryrised in her writing. I

remembered the care she had taken to put it awa¡ her focus on the book instead of

me, as I slid with all speed across the floor towards her. And the rapid movement of

her wrist as she had pulled open the drawer, the speed with which she had stowed the

book inside. It pointed to concealment, if not to guilt.

I remembered last summer when Mirn, the girl down the street, had found rne

singing Clu'ishnas carols to rnyself in the backyard. I was trying to mernorize all the

extra velses to We Three Kings of Orient Are, the ones that never get sung in church

but that I had found in an old hyrnn book that used to belong to Lirurie's mother, Mrs.

Almead. The verse about rnyrrh fascinated me, and I was hying to do justice to its

molbid imagery by singing in as funereal a man¡er as possible. I was just intoning,

"Sealed in the stone-cold tomb!" in my deepest voice when I heard Mim saying hello

behind rne, I actually dropped the book and tumed and sat on it, telling Mim that I

hadn't been singing or doing anlhing at all, really. Paft of me knew Mìm would

think it was weird to sing Christmas carols in July, but more than that, I didn't want

to share the myrh verse with her. Now I knew that whatever Linnie had in that book

was as special to her as the m)fih verse was to me.

I tumed over on my stomach, my chin digging into the pillow as I thought of

Linnie and what the book could be about. The new element of Linnie's secrecy had

given her dimension beyond the role into which I had cast her. I had a basic idea of

Linnie based on the fact of my adoption and the simple, kindly, fairy{ale-like way it

had been described to me. Before I was adopted, Linnie and Garek, but Linnie
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especially, were very sad because they weren't able to have any children. I liked to

think ofher like this, going to the park or the store and seeing other parents with their

little children and frlled with a sad, desperate wish. I liked to think about it because

of its happy ending, because of the way my own existence became the redemption of

Linnie's unhappiness. I got her to tell me the story so many times that she had

actually refused to ever tell it to me again.

"You're insatiable," she had said, tuming away from me and back towards the

tomatoes she was transplanting into the gafden. There was a row of little green pots

lined up between us, one ofthem ah'eady ernpty and overtumed, its fragile inhabitant

tucked snugly into the dark earth. The sky overhead was cloudy, as Limiie said it

ought to be for transplanting tomatoes, but I could not stop myself frorn looking up to

check on it every few minutes, just in case I needed to call a stop to the whole

operation.

After lunch, i waited until Linnie was on the telephone, pressing the crearn-

coloured receiver against her ear. She was tracing light circles over her forehead as

she leaned heavily on her elbows against the telephone table, and her voice was

hushed in the way it always was during her daily call to her mother, Mrs. Almead,

whorn I had only met once because she lived far away in a place called the prairies.

Linnie said that her mother didn't like talking on the phone, which is why she never

put me on to speak to her. But I wondered why, if Mrs. Ahnead didn't like talking on

the phone, she made Linnie call her every day, and why Linnie always looked as

though she were having one of her headaches during their conversations. I always
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kept out of the way during these calls, as Linnie would wave me away with a Íiown if

I didn't.

When I heard the whirring spin of the dial, I slipped upstairs into my parents'

bedroom and went directly to Linnie's bedside table. The drawer had a round white

knob circled in gold paint. I inched it out in a smooth, stealthy motion. It was

evident fíom my first glance inside that the book was no longer there. There was a

flame-coloured silk scarf, rolled up like a small, soft nest in the comer. There was

also a liitle silver tray scatteled rvith a litter ofblack bobby pins. Towards the back of

the drawer there was an opened package of licorice allsoús, a tiny opal ring, and a

white bottle of pills. The ring I knew to be a gift frorn Limie's father frorn when they

moved away fiom Australia, when Linnie was still a little girl. She had told me that it

was to be rnine in a few years, when my fìngers grew big enough for it to stay on rny

hand. I ignored it for the moment and took out the allsorls and carefully unrolled the

top of the package, wincing as the process produced a loud crinkling. It was not the

book, but hidden candy was to be looked upon as a right. I scooped up a handful and

dropped ther¡ into the pocket of my sundress. Then I replaced ever.ything as it was.

Choosing a pink candy with a black centre, I popped it in rny mouth. Then I

tiptoed to the doorway where I could hear Linnie talking on the phone downstairs, the

soft rising cadences of her voice offering me the promise of more time. My heart was

beating very fast. I knew by the fact that the book had been moved since last night

that it was something that Linnie did not want me to see. And I didn't want to be like

Mim, one of those people who are always kept on the outside, no mattel how many

times they try to get you to let them in.
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I tumed my back on the open door and surveyed the room, which I thought of

as my mother's room, Linnie's room, even though Garek slept there, too. The den

downstairs off the kitchen was my father's domain, filled with uninteresting books

and a large desk stacked in papers.

It was as though I was my nighttime self, and I felt a th¡ill of danger in

opening all of Linnie's drawers in turn. With each new drawer there was a quick

intake of breath, a nervous tingling somewhere below my stornach.

I found it in the bottom bureau drawer, beneath three folded sweaters. It was

a well-made book, bound in brown leather with creamy lined paper. The green

fountain pen was shut into it as a rnalker.between the last page with writing and the

blank pages that followed. The writing itself was in a neat, tight cursive that I had

never seen before. I fiowned at the black lettering, peering at the round, even words.

I was able to make out a line in which I saw my own name appear.

The emptiness goes on and on ytithouÍ you. And even Shay can,t fill up what

I\te lost. Oh God, I núss yott so ntuch. Ennn, Entma, Entnta. It,s like everything on

earth hqs ttu'ned to stone.

I stared and swallowed, and the book slipped frorn my fingers with a muted

thump, a soft taupe sweater pillowing its retum to the drawer. I had no idea why my

name was there in the book beside a name that I had never heard before. Emma. I

closed my eyes the way I had sometimes seen Linnie do when she was trying to

remember something, but Ijust saw the bright ghosts of the light trapped beneath rny
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eyelids. I stood there until I moved my tongue and found it thick and alien, having

been dried out like a sponge by my open-mouthed breathing. When I heard a sound I

fumbled the book back into place, slamming the drawer a little in my haste.

She was still on the phone when I got downstairs, the receiver tucked behind

her ear as she filed the fingernails on her left hand. I loved her emery board and

another little white block she used to make her nails shiny. She would never let me

use them, though, or do my nails for me, because she said six was too young to be

vain and that I should enjoy the time I had because I would have to worry about my

appearance soon enough. She looked up at me and I mouthed, "l'm going

to Mim's," and she nodded. I let rnyself out the front door and almost tripped off the

step. It was brighter than I expected, and as I squinted, my eyes took in the dirt

gathered along the crease where the asphalt sloped towards the pavement, like a long,

dusty rnuffler warming the sidewalk. With surprise, I saw, too, the powerlines strung

up between all the houses, the wires stretching in every direction, so thick and black I

wondered how I had never noticed thern. In later years, I would think of reading the

book as the moment when the first link was broken between who I once was and who

I would grow up to be. It was as if a cord leading back to a sirnple kind of happiness

had been severed, or maybe twisted, and in that walk over to Mim's I felt less like a

girl and more like an ancient marionette, pulled suddenly into the light, each part

flailing stiffagainst the other with every creaking, tangled step.
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Mim was the only girl I was ÍÌiendly with, and she lived three houses down, in

a white house with no ûont porch. I had heard Mrs. Gavranovic tell Linnie that

Mim's only talent was making herself look good, which was the same gift that her

mother had been bom with, But I knew that she also had a defìnite knack with a

hula-hoop because once she brought it over to show me and I watched it go around

and around her tiny waist while she sucked on a grape lollipop, grasping onto the

stick with one hand after I screar¡ed at her that I was going to tell if she didn't hold

on to it. Mrs. Gavranovic had once told me that when she rvas a little girl she had a

next-door neighbour who choked on a lollipop.

"He was too little to know to hold on to the sucker. stick and the candy wound

up lodged in his larynx."

Mrs. Gavranovic's tongue became visible at the comer of her mouth when she

used medical language, and a savory glearn appeared in her eyes, as though disaster

was a roast lamb with garlic potatoes, or one of her own famous rhubar.b pies, baked

from the leafy red and green stalks that grew in her backyard.

"He stopped breathing and turned blue and would have died except that I

yelled fol his father who hung him upside-down by his ankles and shook him and

beat hirn on the back until the sucker came out."

It seemed obvious enough to me that this was the reason that foolhardy people

we¡e called suckers, but it did not clear up the issue of the word lollygagging and why

Mrs. Gavranovic would use it so cheerfully to describe the way I meandered up and

down oul quiet block, stopping to investigate from a safe distance any new pieces of

debris o¡ unusual weeds that happened to crop up between my door and Mim's.
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Mim's real name was Margaret Imogen Millar, but when she was a baby her

godmother gave her a real gold bracelet with her initials on it, and her father and

everyone else began calling her Mim, although her mother, in her fussy way, with a

pointed emphasis, called her Margaret. I was interested in Mim's godmother, not

only because of the bracelet, which gleamed in the sunlight like a real pìece of

pirate's treasure, but because it seemed that Mim, too, had a second mother, one she

had not seen since she was a baby, rvhen her godmother rnoved to Milwaukee.

There were three srnall steps leading up to the flont door, and this is rvhere I

found Mir¡, wearing a rose-coloured skilt and sweater set. Linnie said that Mrs.

Millar, Mim's rnother, dlessed her like a teenager instead of a little girl, but I thought

that Mirn's smaft outfits wele one of her redeerning qualities. She was sitting with

her legs together, one hand resting over each knee, doing absolutely nothing. Holding

up her fingers and wiggling them at me in greeting, she infonned rne that her nail

polish was drying. Sticky-looking mauve polish coated the ends of each of her

fingers in a perfect illustration ofLinnie's idea of premature maturation.

I examined them. Lirulie's nomal attention to her nails never included this

last and most intriguing of step of applying polish. It shuck me that painted nails

would be one way of hiding the dirt that always seemed to accumulate undemeath.

"Did your mother let you do that?" I asked.

"She did it for me," said Mirn, replacing her hands palm down on her knees.

"She told me to stay still until it was dry."

"Isn't there anything you can do while you wait?" I asked. "You could read,

maybe."
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Mim wrinkled her nose. "That's no fun. Besides, my fingers could get stuck

to the pages. Anyways, my parents are going to buy me a radio for my birthday.',

"That's nice." Mim was four years older than me, and sometimes I didn't

unde¡stand her, but I thought that was okay because I knew she didn't understand me.

Mirn sucked in her cheeks and crossed her wrists. I knew she was about to

say something disagreeable. "My rnother said that your father went away again.,'

"Yes," l replied. I was walking the wooden border of their srnall fi.ont garden,

stadng down at rny feet.

"She says she feels sory for your rnother being left on her own so rnuch."

I looked up. "She's not on her own. I'rn there."

Mirn slowly stretched out her legs and crossed her ankles. ,,But she has to

look after you." Mim gave rne a serene srnile that almost rnade rne lose my balance

near the overgrown bush ofbleeding hearts. She went on, "She doesn't have any

f iends."

"She does too," I replied, my defence automatic.

"No, she doesn't." Mìrn's reply was flat and confident. "My tnother thinks

your mother is too proud to be friends with anyone. Shesaidit's justasintheway

you've all been here for five years and your parents can't be bothered to be anything

more than just barely civil to anyone except for crazy Mrs. Gavranovic."

"She's not crazy," I muttered. Mim sniffed and raised her eyebrows. Her

range of expression was marvellous. She had absolutely mastered a series of

significant looks that were very successful in their intended purpose of making her

seem much older than nine.
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"My mother said she'd be glad to take a casserole over and make," said Mim,

then paused before continuing: "make overtures, because she feels so sorry for the

two ofyou, but she's worried your mother would be offended."

I frowned. As much as I tended to dislike Mim, I left each of our encounters

feeling a little more on my guard, a little more ready to deal with the rest of the world.

Like a bitter tonic, our conversations were unpleasant but bracing. Mim tended not to

understand me or give me the benefit of the doubt, but later on I began to realize that

this would be the way with rnost people, that this was one of the lessons of our

friendship. lt was why I didn't want her to find out that I was adopted, and why I

didn't want to ask her if she knew who Ernma was. SIie already had too rnany

reasons for thinking she was better than me, and I thought it would be foolish to add

my complete ignorance about myself and rny family to the list.

"We don't need any casseroles, thank you," I said.

"You don't know what you need," pronounced Mir¡.

I hopped off the garden bolde¡. Mirn was right. The words of the book had

disoriented rne and she was not providing the kind ofdistraction I was looking for.

But I knew better than to instigate a fight.

"I'm going now," I said. "Maybe we can play when your nail polish is dry."

"Okay," said Mim. "You know, you're lucky I don't mind playing with you

sometirnes. My rnother says that you're to be pitied and that you and your mother are

a pair ofloners."

I blinked. "See you later."
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So I tumed back towards my own door, turning Mim's last words over in my

mind and thinking that Linnie and I had this much in common, at least, whatever

other secrets might exist between us.

It was not the first time that I had felt as though there was no-one safe to

confide in, but I have since thought that after this day with Mirn, when my heart was

full to bursting with wonderirrgs about Emma, the feeling never really left me again.

Keeping the secret ofwhat I had read was like holding a cup ofboiling water up to

my chest and being cautioned not to spill it, while the cup was growing hotter every

minute and my arms becorning tired and stiff. It was not exactly a feeling of

loneliness but rathel the idea that there was something about what I was holding that

set me apaÉ and that no matter how much of it I might try to share, I would never

succeed in giving ariy ofit away, but would only be doubling or tdpling my burden,

tuming the cup of water into a bucket too heavy for any one person to lift.

Later on I watched Linnie in the kitchen, making a cup of tea. She was tall

and slender with fine, tawny hair, which was tied back in a sirnple ponytail. Pressing

her left hand into the edge of the counter, she pour.ed hot water fi.orn the old-

fashioned tin kettle. I looked at her hands, at the clean, pink fingernails and the clear

blue veins on the inside ofher wrists.

Stin'ing her tea, Limie joined me at the round wooden table, and I noticed that

she moved differently when she wore a long skirt, swaying her hips slightly as though

she wele a dancer. I looked away as she sat down, fingering the orange tassels of the

woven placemat, worried that she might begin to suspect lny secret knowledge of the
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brown book hidden upstairs. I couldn't remember now whether I had always looked

at her so much, Even though it had only been a few hours, it seemed as though I

could barely remember anything about our lives before the book, as though it was a

dream that I had mostly forgotten, a haze compared to the intensity of the life I was

now living. I stared into my bowl of milk and sliced bananas, submerging each piece

in turn with the back of my small silver spoon.

I looked at Lirurie's foot under the table, the fine bulge ofankle above the

scuffed, fiìnged moccasins. Their unruly halo of leather strands, furled and

weathered, looked like a circle of broken teeth, with tufts of fi.aying fuzz to mark the

ones that had beerl tom away. The foot and the part of lier leg visible under the table

startled rne in its unfarniliarity, in the way I could separate it with rny eyes from the

rest of my mother and could make it sonebody else's leg, a leg I didn't recognize or

had never even looked at before. I had done this once with Garek's hands as he

rested them on the kitchen table at breakfast, in the mute and heavy way he had in the

tnoming, and i felt like crying at the strangeness of thern. The huge, weighty

knuckles and the thick, blunt-ended fingers shocked me in their incongnrity, and

frightened me in the way they seemed to suggest that my father's unfailing politeness,

and his measured way of speaking, wele hiding something stronger and more

unfeeling. I was unable to explain it at the tirne, that sudden sensation ofbeing lost

by failing to recognìze rny father in his hands, and Linnie only thought that her

buttennilk pancakes were undercooked and told rne I didn't have to eat what was left

on my plate.
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I was too old to be afraid now, or at least not surprised into fear by such a

sight. Instead, I studied my mother's foot and savoured the prickly sensation as

goosebumps spread across my anns and legs. It was the same tingly feeling of

menace I got from sitting by an open window when it was raining outside, or from the

story in the Bible of Abraharn and Isaac, before God sent the angel to stop Abraham

from sacrificing his own son.

"What is it, darling?" asked Linnie. "What little treasure have you spotted

down there?"

I was always fìnding bits ofdebris and calling it treasuls. Onceitwasanold

uretal shoeliorn in the backyard, whose purpose len.rained puzzling even after I

discovered its name; anothet tirne it was a rnuch prized bead ofroyal blue glass,

which turned up in the attic and which Linnie said was used for rnaking stained glass

windows; and last week after Garek lefì, it was a long, smooth cork, starnped with a

design of glapes and stuck undemeath the bottom part of the oven. It was spongy and

compact and perfect for rolling down the length of the hallway or as a rniniature vase

fo¡ a dandelion.

"Nothing," I said. "There's nothing down there at all."

Linnie peered at me with her hand to the side ofher face, and she gave a wry

smile as she shook her head.

"What's going to happen to us," she said, "if you insist on being a mystery?"

To which I had no answer, for as far as I was concerned, it was Linnie who

was suddenly a rnystely, not me.
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Beginning that aftemoon, I began to time my mother's absences, dividing

them into explained and unexplained. Groceries, dry-cleaning, and other errands

were all accounted for, and I usually accompanied Linnie anyway. In the house, she

was often in the kitchen, cooking, listening to the small black and silver transistor

radio tuned to the CBC. I liked to watch her cook. Sitting on the fi.eezer, or on the

wooden set ofdrawers that held the cutlery and the utensiis, I competed with the

hourly news, talking loudly to amuse her while lny heels banged a rhythrn on the side

of whatever I was sitting on. But sometimes Linnie would leave the room without

any explanation ofwhere she was going, slipping out in silence like a needle lifting

off a record. It might have been something tliat Limrie had always dorie, this

soundless glide, but now it appealed to tne as a revelation. At first I began by sirnply

following her, trailiug in her wake like an aftemoon shadow, but then Limrie would

tum and take rny hand and come back into the living room or the kitchen as though

she had never left. One ofthese tirnes I tumed to find her absent and discovered her a

few minutes later at the messy desk in the back study, running her hands over the

piles ofpaper. Another tirne, I located her in the garden, apail already half-full of

weeds hanging fi'orn the crook of her left elbow. But after a few days of this

watchfulness, it became clear that I had already uncovered her usual habit when I had

seen her writing in the book before bed. I had rrot surprised her at it again, but every

night I slid on my belly across the haldwood floor fi.om my own toom, feeling every

bubble and flaw in the varnish through the thin cotton of my nightgown. Pausing

before the faint patch oflight coming fiom the doorway, i strained rny ears until I

heard what I gradually becane certain was the sound ofa pen scratching onto paper,
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With this knowledge established, I stopped following her but continued to monitor

her at all times, silently and patiently, and always with my fear beside me.

It never occurred to me to try and read the book the whole way through,

though it was not from any sense of guilt that I did not. Everything in that house was

part of my domain, and I had a proprietor's outlook on all of it. It was only Linnie's

book that threatened this sense ofconnection to all that surrounded me, that hinted at

loss and a solrow that came fi'or¡ outside our tiny world of three. And I didn't like

seeing my narne written inside it, as though I were somebody who could be summed

up and talked about, just like anybody else. For Limrie, at least, there was a world

apart frorn me, and I saw the book as no less than a fissure in rny little universe's

foundation. So even though I thought about the book a great deal, and even rnore

about its mysterious Emma, I left it alone, prefening to steer clear of its aura of

separation and insufficiency. Mrs. Gavranovic sometimes said that there was more

than one way to skin a cat, which I eventually figured out was a disgusting way of

saying that there was more than one way to get what you wanted. And I badly

wanted it to be true in this case, because I was still determined to find out who Emrna

was, even if I had to go about it in a different way.

**r¡

The moming after I decided this, I was what Linnie would have called at loose

ends, wandering from room to room, and abandoning evel.y game alnost as soon as I

began it. After lunch, I went into the dining room and began running my hand along

the spines of the books on the downstairs bookcase, faster and faster until the ends of

my fingers tingled. The long, low bookcase, double-stacked with all kinds of
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religious texts, used to belong to Mrs. Almead, Linnie's mother, but she had

pressured Linnie and Garek to take it with them when they moved away. Linnie said

that her mother thought that Linnie would have more need of it and its contents in

what Mrs. Almead called "the godless East," which, for her, was everything east of a

place called Kenora. Linnie thought this was amusing because Mrs. Almead was

from Brisbane, on the east side of Australia, and when Linnie was a little girl her

lnother used to wam her about the troublemakers from the west. who Mrs. Ahnead

thought were too close to Asia to be husted.

"The only person ny rnother knew fi'om Westent Australia," she used to say,

"was a crazy gold ptospector from Kalgoorlie. He pr.oposed to her. in a grocery store

line-up after complimenting her on her wedding band and clairning that he would

mine her enough gold to give her another one twice as nice." Linnie always smiled

when she repeated the story. "No wonder she thought they were all crazy.,,

Mrs. Ahnead was what Limie called a devout Catholic and what Garek called

a devoted lunatic, although Linnie always scolded him for saying that. Linnie's

rnother had been collecting religious books since she herself was a little girl, so some

ofthem were very old, with pages as thin and dry as fall leaves, and tiny script in both

black and red. Linnie pointed out the ones that were called rnissals, grouped together

on the left side of the top shelf, and I enjoyed touching these the most, placing their

sewn-in coloured ribbons at even intervals among the rounded, gilt-edged pages.

The bookcase also held all of Linnie's books from when she was very young,

so that many of the books were for children and had lots ofpictures. There was a

Children's Picture Bible, with elaborate, full-page illustrations, as well as many
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smaller books detailing the histories ofpopular saints, their heroic lives laid out in

simple, pious cartoons. For as long as I could remember, the bookcase had held a

particular fascination for me, but when Lin¡ie tried to suggest, with a pleased and

wondering kind oflook, that I rnight be developing a special relationship with God

without ever having been to church, Garek snorted and said that the only thing that

was amazing was that I had leamed how to read so quickly, and without ever having

been to school.

"She probably happens to read those books so much because they'te the only

ones low enough to the ground for her to reach.', Garek rolled his eyes at Linnie

whenever she talked about religion, but I never heard him say that he didn't believe in

God.

I was just pulling out one of Mrs. Almead's Bibles, the one that I knew had a

newspaper clipping of Linnie and Garek's engagement notice tucked into it, when I

heard the long, ratchety sound of Linnie dialing long distance ûom the phone in the

living room.

I slipped into the kitchen before Lin¡ie could peer around the comer and

fi'own at me ttu'ough the French doors. Even just looking at me while she was having

a conversation with Mrs. Almead seemed to lengthen the frown at the comers of her

mouth. I didn't like the squinny feeling that I got in nly stomach when she waved me

away at those times.

As I poured myself a glass of water fíom the sink, standing on the first step of

the yellow stepstool and closing the tap as tightly as I could, because Garek said the
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sound of dripping was like Chinese water torture to him, I heard Linnie raise her

voice in the other room.

"You're wrong," she said. "You're wrong. How can you even pretend to

know anything about it?"

It was the loudest I had ever heard her speak to her mother, and there was a

thickness behind her words that even made me wonder if she rnight be close to tears.

I stepped down fi'om the sink and I heard the doolbell rìng and the sound of Linnie

placing the receiver down to rest on the tabletop. As Linnie rver.rt to answer the door,

padding like a cat in her moccasins, rny eyes fell on the new telephone that Garek had

installed in the kitchen, its sleek black bulk attached to the wall above the cutler.y

drawers, He said he always happened to phone at dinnerlirne when he was away,

because that was when he missed us the most, and he complained that Linnie always

said she had to hang up in case the supper burned.

"This way," he said, when he called us down to adrnire it, his left eye winking

a little at Linnie, "she'll have no excuse to stop talkirìg to me and I can finally be a

little less miserable while I'm gone."

Fror¡ the front door carne the quiet sound of Linnie's voice and the muted

jangle of a palmful of coins. Putting dorvn my glass of water on the counter, I held

rny breath and picked up the shiny black receiver.

said a sharp voice, throaty and tart with a musical kind ofaccent.

"Hello?" she said again.
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"Mother?" said Linnie, picking up in the living room. "l'm sorry, there was a

Boy Scout selling chocolate bars at the front door." She paused, and her voice

softened. "A darling little blonde boy with hair in his eyes. Quite the sweetheart."

"Lin¡ie, I'm afraid there's something wrong with your phone. There was a

terrible clicking sound just now."

"I'm sorry, Mother. I rnust have jostled the phone picking it up again.',

"You should know better than to answer the door with what these phone calls

must be costing you." Mrs. Almead cleared her throat, then coughed.

"Yes, Mother. Are you all rìght?" asked Linnie, as the sputtering continued,

followed by a rnornerrt of wheezing.

"Of course I'm all right, Stop fussing. You're as bad as that awful woman that

comes to look in on me. As brown as a nut and I've no doubt she,s been into the

sheny. There's just no teaching some people." Mrs. Almead coughed again and

added, "As you're going to find out before long, girl. Mark my words."

"Mother," said Linnie in a voice at once soft but forceful. I thought I could

hear the rnuffled bumping sound of Lirurie twisting and tugging on the spiralling

phone cord leading florn the receiver.

"Never mind," croaked Mrs. Almead, still clearing her throat with the deep,

rapid sound of a reluctant motor sputtering to life, "Who cares what an old woman

thinks? But people need to knorv their place in the world. You're not doing anybody

any favours by raising their expectations."

In the silence that followed I reflected on the impenetrability ofso much adult

conversation. As with Garek and Linnie, it seemed that there was a grown-up code of
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speech, where as much was left out as was spoken, and what was on the surface

required a secret key, a hidden banel ofknowledge, in order to make it make sense.

There was something, too, I recognized in Mrs. Almead's voice, a kind of demanding

whisper I'd heard her use when she visited, when I could tell that she wanted to talk to

Linnie all alone. Then the silence was broken by Linnie, who, in a voice so quiet that

I wouldn't have heard it if I hadn't been holding my breath, said, "l don't think we

should talk about this."

I heard a rush of air against the phone, like a snort exploding fi.om the snout of

an angly dragon. "Well, Iln entitled to my opinion," said Mrs. Alnead, in blustering

reproach, "l still know sorne things better than you and human nature is one of

thern." Mrs. Ah¡ead said human nature the way Mrs. Gavranovic said wages of sin,

with a trernulous air ofportent and dread.

Limie paused, and I could hear her breathing through the phone. "You rnight

thir* you know but you don't. The world is changing, Mother.,'

"Oh, what do you know about the wor.ld?" Mrs. Almead's voice was brisk

and a touch grirn. "Sometimes I wonder what our blessed angel Ernrna would think

of all this."

"Mother, please."

"What? You know I don't mean -"

I didn't find out what Mrs. Almead didn't mean because it was then that I

dropped the phone. The clattering rurnble of the dropped receiver and my cry as my
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feet met the hard marbled tile of the floor brought Linnie running to the kitchen, and

she hung up both phones with rapid goodbyes and distracted endearments.

I told Linnie that I'd jumped off the counter and knocked the phone Íìom its

cradle with my elbow by accident.

"I was sort of wondering if I might be able to fly," I said, which sprang to

mind because it was something that I had once tried by bouncing off my bed. I had

bruised rny elbow, even through the cushioning of the hooked rug, and the feeling of

disenchanted foolisluess was even worse than the stinging red nrg rash on Íny ann.

But I said it now with no hesitation, flapping my anns like chicken wings to show the

clurnsy flailing wliich rnust have upset the phone.

"Poor silly baby," she said, sitting rne down in a kitchen chair and rubbing my

feet. I couldn't tell whether she believed me or not because she had stopped paying

attention to me, her eyes staring offinto the hall as she kneaded rry feet with her

strong, pale fingers. When she told rne to go outside and play, i flew to the back door

as quickly as if I really did have wings.

I slipped out the gate to the front and ran all the way to the end of the street

and back. I saw the woman next door stat e at me when l passed her for the second

time. When the stitch in rry side becarne too painful to keep going and my breath

stafied coming in gasps, I dashed back through our gate and into the backyard, where

I collapsed onto the seat ofthe wooden swing.

My feet traced funows in the dirt as I dragged therr back and forth beneath

me on the swing. I wanted to get off and go inside, but there was something

cornforting in the twisted surface of the rope, its rubbed heat tingling against my
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palms. Thinking about what I had heard made me feel dizzy andhot and cold all

over, which was how I thought mafiyrs might feel before they knew they were going

to die: sick and af¡aid, but still sweaty with excitement.

Watching my feet below me, I squinted until they becarne a blur, a fast streak

of white sock and brown loafer transforming into a vague smear above the darker

earlh I had overtumed. I tried holding rny breath for ten complete swings back and

forth, but the exertion of pumping my legs caused r¡e to let it all out in a burst, a

rupture of gasping that left rne with rny hea d buzzing and loud with questions, like

who Emrra really was and why Linnie wanted to keep hgr a secret.

x**

Garek sometimes called Lin¡ie his Down Under Dame, which I knew was a

way of saying that she was Australian, but I liked to repeat Down Underwear after he

said it, until a frt of giggling, or Lirutie's intervention, would stifle my refrain. I

always stopped when she asked rne to because I liked hearing about Australia even

more than I liked making the joke. It seemed wonderful to rne that Linnie could have

come all the way from the other side of the world.

Mostly what I knew about Australia was that it was very hot. Limie said she

had an uncle who died from the heat in the desert. He was a favourite of hers because

he was an adventurer who travelled all over the continent and used to brìng her back

tlinkets and, even rnore impoÍantly, thrilling stories of his escapades. The opal ring

she treasured came fi'om just such a joumey, ÍÌom a place called Andamooka. When

her uncle died he was trying to make his way across a southem desert.
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"There were no roads," Linnie told me, "only dirt paths, and it is very easy to

lose your way because there are hardly any trees and the land goes on and on forever.

My uncle ran into some Aborigines, who were kind to hirn and brought him to

shelter, but he was already too dehydrated and he died on the way."

"Did you miss him?" I asked her once. I wondered if Lin¡ie's uncle died in a

tent, and if a medicine man hied to heal him with herbs and potions.

"I thought I did," she said. She was speaking in the low voice that she used in

the eally stages ofa headache, as she settled onto the couch. I pulled the blinds

closed with unnecessaty floudsh because I liked to see them speed together in

fluttering, searnless union, and I saw Lirnie wince. She placed a light cotton

handkerchief over her face and continued speaking.

"That is, whenever I thought about hirn, I wished I could see him again. But I

didn't think about him very much." Linnie sighed, and the lower half of the

handkerchi ef quivered with her exhalation. "i realize now that that isn't the same

thing as really rnissing someone."

I liked to find rny way into Garek's study during the times when Linnie had a

headache. The study was a small, close room in the comer of the house, made even

srnaller by the rows of bookshelves lining one of the walls. The books stretched up to

the ceiling like a multicoloured tapestry, a heavy curtain ofinsulation against the

drafts and the noise ofthe rest of the house.

Often when I came in the roorn, Garek would be staring at the wall of books,

or in its direction, his lips parted, one hand in his thatchy blond hair, his fìngers
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spearing tkough the tangles like a pitchfork gathering hay. His desk faced the

window and the messy stacks ofreports threw shadows into the sunlight and cast a

staggered city skyline across the floor, the piles ofpapers tumed into soaring

highrises like in the photos Lin¡ie had shown me of New York City. He atways

looked surprised to see me, which might have been because of his deep concentration,

or because Linnie so rarely sought him out there, or perhaps because his face, still

boyish and soft, tended to rumple with every curent of ernotion, disclosing the shape

of the irurer thoughts that I was so diligent at hiding.

"You startled me," he said this time, as I poked rny head through the doorway.

He smiled at rne, his face relaxing, as he pulled his hands away fiom his hair.

"You creep about so quietly, like a hunter," He held out his hands to me and

lifted rne up onto his lap, where I could smell the saltiness of his neck rnixed with the

clean bleach smell ofhis collar. I leaned my head against his chest and felt his

muscles jump at my touch, like Limie's hand when she cooked and a drop of hot oil

leapt from the pan to her wrist. Then, just as quickly, he relaxed, cracking his

knuckles as he joined his hands around rny middle. I ran my fìngers over the blond

hairs growing like wind-blown grass on his anns.

"l'm not hunting you," I said. I stretched out my palms in front of us to show

him that I had no weapons, and Garek laughed. He had told me stories about how

skilled hunters could follow an animal for days, just by following a trail ofbroken

branches, or prints in the snow. Sometimes even a stray feather, or the sound of

water in the distance, would be enough to help the hunters to find their target,
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"Well, even so," he said. "You're a model of stealth, like Mr. Hoover of the

FBI."

"Mr. Vacuum Cleaner," l said, because this was the joke I always made, and I

reached with my feet for the legs of the chair, the surface of which I could just barely

brush with my two big toes. Garek called it a captain's chair. It was made of wood

and the top part of it tumed around like a carousel. I got Garek to wheel us over to

the big map of Canada that he had hanging on the wall.

There was a constellation ofred and rvhite push pins on the map, each

marking what Garek called his "special places": towns and reservations he'd visited

all over the country, but rnostly clustered in a scattered atc sweeping up and lefl fi.o¡rl

the solitary yellow tack marking the capital and our house in it. The five points of the

circled star were just visible around the metal shaft of the pin, unlike the dots rnarking

the other places, which were all so srnall as to be obliterated by the pins rnarking their

locations, The writing was too tiny to read fi'orn where we were, but Garek knew

most of the map by heart.

"This here is Manitou Mounds," he said, pointing, "on the Rainy River." He

knew I was fascinated by the map, and I knew he wanted me to love its swathes of

white and blue and its delicate black script, and the northem expanse, where the

clumps of land huddled together like pieces of a puzzle. He always picked names that

sent thrills across the ridge of rny shoulders and sent my thoughts whir.ling outwards

into the world, to the kinds ofplaces where everything might be different and

rnagical.

"Have you been there?" I asked. He nodded.
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"Of course." He pointed to another pin, one of several circling the top of

Lake Superior. "See that white thumbtack? That means I've been there." He let go

of me with one hand to scratch his head just above his ear. "The red ones are places

I'm in charge ofbut haven't visited yet."

"The greatest thing about my job," he said, "is getting to travel, and

sometimes I get to go to places that most people will never see." Garek squeezed me

and his breath tickled my ear. "One day you'll go places, too, Shay. You,ll see and

do things that little girls like you could never even have dreamed offifty years ago."

Fifty years seemed like an impossibly long tirne, when even five minutes

could sometirnes seem as loug as an hour, like when Liulie said, "Five rnore

minutes!" when she was calling me into dinner when I was playing with Mir¡. I

don't know whether it was because I was hungry, or because Mim was so tiresome,

but the intervals between Linuie's calls seemed to stretch towards etenìity.

"How rnany minutes are there in fifty years?" I asked.

"A lot," said Garek. "A ton."

In the dining room, by the leaded glass of the antique china cabinet where she

stored all the rnedicine behind Blue Willow cups and saucers, Linnie was pouring cod

liver oil into a small silver spoon. It might have been my anxiety about Emma

becoming visible in my face, or my new quietness around her, but Linnie was

concemed that I was getting sick. She kept feeling rny forehead with her cool,

slender hand, her brow lowedng with the weight of her concem,
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"You're a hot little potato," she said, passing me the spoon with its glass-like

golden bubble of oil. "What do you think about starting school a little bit late?"

I swallowed the oil with a grimace and said I thought that was fine. I had

never been to school before, but my former interest in it had dissipated, dissolving

with the start of my new obsession. I wanted to be close to Linnie, as I felt myself

getting farther and farther away with each new secret worry and fear. What I read

about Emrna occupied a strange place in rny brain. The rnore that I thought about it,

the more I wondered whether I had sometimes heard her name before, long ago,

canied on the breath of one of Lirurie's long sighs, or.whispered between my parents

once I was supposed to be asleep. And whether or not this was hue, it brought me no

closer to the facts, but only lnade me more cetain that Emma was somebody

irnpofiant. Some days I could think of nothing else, arrd I devoted all my energy to

watching Lìnnie and rneditating on lhe puzzle, devising different ideas about who

Etntna might be. At other tirnes, it would slip away from rne for a moment, but it was

never really gone, like a mild toothache, or an old scab that kept coming offand

growing back, becoming a little more painful and familiar each time.

"l think I rnight be coming down with something, too," she said. Linlie

laughed a little as she brought my hand to her forehead.

"Do I feel feverish?" she asked. Her pale eyelashes fluttered as she held my

wrist.

"Yes," I said, enjoying the warmth against my skin.

"Maybe it's just this Indian summer that's making me so hot," she said, "It's

hard to get used to the heat again after there's already been a frost."
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She decided then that I would stay home with her for a month or two, or as

long as it took for me to get back to my old self.

"It's not as though you're going to be missing anything you don,t already

know," she said, as she stroked my dark hair. "My smart little Shay.,'

*{.t!

I couldn't remember exactly when it was that the words on the pages of the

books Galek read me began to make sense on their own. He taught me the letters and

their sounds, and from tirne to time, we souuded out a word together., but how exactly

it all began to make sense was a mystery even to me. At first he thought that I had

rnemorized the Curious George book wo were reading together, that I sirnply knew all

the words and where to tum the pages, but after he pressed rne to do it with a book I

had never seen before, he hugged rne so tightly that I had to yelp for him to let me go.

Since then, he made a ritual of bringing books home for me, usually on his way back

frorn one of his hips. I noticed that the more time I spent reading religious books

from the downstairs bookcase, the more quickly he was guaranteed to bring me horne

something else.

When Garek carne back fi'orn Fort Albany, he brought rne home a Nancy

Drew book that he bought in Toronto. He told rne the cover made him think of rne. I

thought that this was strange for in the picture Nancy looked a good deal more

gtown-up than me, and blonde besides, but when I asked he told me it was because
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she looked curious and brave, poised as she was in the branches ofa tree, looking

over a fence towards a suspicious-looking rooftop.

I read the book outside in the hammock, holding it up with both hands and

keeping it between my face and the sun. Then, when my anns got tired, I wriggled

over onto my side, my nose brushing against one of the facing pages. It was a much,

much longer book than any I had read before, and it was fiustrating how long it was

taking to finish even a shoft chapter, let alone keep rny place with all the text

swimrning across the page. At night Garek read to me fi.om it, bringing me forward

in the story so that I wouldn't get discouraged, and as I tried to read by rnyself I felt

my eyes closing even as the book cover at lny face protected me from the sul.

My skirt felt gummy against my legs as I lay thele in this pose, a prisoner of

the humidity which lay over the backyard like a sheet of cellophane. Every once in a

while a fly buzzed loud in my ear and I yelled, annoyed until I realized that every

tirne I twitched in alann, I set the harnrnock rocking gently and a hint ofa breeze

skimmed across my hot cheek.

What excited me most about the book was the idea of a girl being a detective.

Nancy's attitude towards mystery was not bewildennent and fear, as mine was. She

set out to find answers to her questions, instead of rnaking herselfsick with wony.

Even more impressive, she had good füends who would follow her into danger.

It was with Nancy as inspiration that I was listening outside my parents' door

after my bedtime, enjoying the coolness of the night in the darkened hallway.

"l never know what you're thinking." Linnie's voice was so quiet I could

barely hear her.
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The floor creaked loudly on the other side of the door, and sliding backwards

towards the wall, I heard Garek say, "l'm not sure that's a bad thing."

And then, after a pause and with a leaden sigh, "Nothing, it's nothing." I

heard him take a step towards the closet and cough. "Have you ever heard the term

pencil pusher?"

I hadn't, but I wondered ifhe didn't really mean pedal-pushers, like the natty

little yellow pair owned by Mim and trimmed with drawstrings and bows where they

ended just below her knees. I thought Linnie rnight conect hirn, but I didn't hear her

response,

"I'rn not helping auyone." Garek's voice was flat now, a blunt and fervid

metronome. "l just do rny little tours and write reports. And my repods all say the

same thing because if they don't i'll never get prornoted out of writing the darnn

things." I heard the swish and click of a pair of pants hitting the floor.,'How do I

know what's going on up there? It's so isolated. Living on Jarnes Bay is like

squatting at the edge of the earth. You might as well fall in for all anybody cares.

The trees wouldn't notice." Garek coughed again. "And there's very little

accountability. In sorne cases, it's only me."

"Come here," said Linnie, and I could hear the bedsprings creak as they gave

under Garek's weight. "What are you wonied about? It's not as though the priests

and nuns could even waste government money if they tried. There's nothing to spend

it on up there. " She laughed a little. "When are you going to get over your anti-

religion bias? Good people go to church, too, you know, including your wife.,'
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There was silence for a moment, and then I heard Garek say, "You don't look

"l'm tired," replied Linnìe. And then, "l'm fine."

"Are you sure?"

"I'm just lonely." She gave a low laugh. "l have a tendency to brood, you

know." Then she said, with a breathy sigh, "I wish you didn't have to go away again

so soon."

"Believe me, so do I."

Limie was so quiet now that I had to strain my ears to hear, brushing the top

of rny head against the door frame and flexing my toes against the wooden floor like

an athlete at the beginning of a race.

"And I'm wonied about Shay. What if she gets sick? She's so quiet these

days."

"She's fine. She's healthy." And then, "She's not Emma."

"No," said Linnie, "she's not."

When i got back to my room, I slipped back into bed and laid there with the

light on, my shoulders pressed flat and rigid against the flarutel sheet. I drurrrned my

fingers against the mattress, as though I could press out all my uneasiness into its

mass of springs and foam, letting it soak in and sink to the bottom. I felt cornforted

by the tautness of my freshly-made bed and its forced irrmobility. I was sealed in, a

letter within an envelope, ready to be delivered. Corrplete. Complete, that is, except

for my utter lack of knowledge about the person closest to me in the world.
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With my restlessness hampered by the tight, stiff sheets, my fingers and toes

kept up a manic rhfhm, twitching in time to my anxious thoughts about the

notebook. I imagined Lirurie's writing tracing its way across the ceiling, a clean

white page looming as large as my lingering questions. It was clear that Emma,

whoever she was, was as impofiant to Linnie as I was, or perhaps even more so. And

she was a secret, which meant that she had to do with something either special or bad

or hurtful to me. Perhaps a sickly younger sister with whorn Linnie had had a falling

out, a terrible fight that drove her away forever. Linnie claimed to be an only child

but it rnight have been a lie. I saw at once that everything I had ever been told tnight

be untrue. Emma might even have been an adopted girl that Limrie and Gar.ek had

retumed, someone who had been such a disappoinhnent in her ill health that she had

to be sent back to where she came from, and I was her replacernent, the new hope for

the family.

I was füghtened by this thought, but also stir¡ulated, as though I was being

shaken awake from such a deep sleep that there might be uo end to how much rnore I

rnight see and corne alive to. I lay there like that for several hours, eyes wide at the

ceiling and my body stretched tight like a trap ready to spring, thinking, "I will never

sleep again," because at that moment sleep seemed like an enemy trying to keep me

on the outside of Linnie and Garek's secrets, pacified and ignorant as any other child.

I repeated it out loud into the darkness and I liked the resolution that flowed

through me as I said the wotds. I imagined refusing Linnie as she pleaded with me

to close my eyes and get some rest. But eventually my eyelids began to flutter, and I

wondered ifa person could die from not sleeping. I had a notion of wanting to make
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Linnie and Garek sorry, although whether this was for keeping secrets fiom me or for

not keeping them well enough, I no longer remember. In the end, though, I did not

want to make them that sorry, and at last I thought that if I really was their second

attempt at an adopted daughter, I ought to try harder not to screw things up. Where

she was sick, I would be healthy. I vowed at once to try and eat as many carrots as

possible and do jumping jacks for an hour outside in the backyard every day.

At some point during rry iniagined calisthenics, I closed my eyes altogether,

and I could see lined up all of the possible Ernmas, an endless chain ofsick girls and

women, feverish and coughing as they lured me toward oblivion.

It tumed into the hottest Indian sumrner that anyone could remember.

Whenever she walked past our house, Mrs. Gavranovic complained that she would

rather have the rheumatoid than the blasted hellfire heat that was trying to cook her

into an early gtave. Garek was only ever to be found in his shirt sleeves, even at the

beginning of the day on his way to work. At these tirnes, his jacket seemed like

another victim of the heat, limp and deflated as it lay folded over his arm. Linnie was

quieter than usual on the hot days. She bathed our wrists in ice water, and for a time

our slight exhalations ofpleasure and relief became our only conversation.

Mrs. Gavranovic's house became a more and more appealing aftemoon

destination for rne as October wore on, and as Linnie's headaches became more

frequent and she spent more and more of every day sleeping them off on the sofa. I

thought, too, that Mrs. Gavranovic rnight know something of my mother's secrets and

that, given the right context, she might be persuaded to tell me. I had been studying
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Nancy's techniques for solving mysteries and was planning situations in which I

might be able to put them to use,

Mrs. Gavranovic lived in an old house that always stayed cool no matter what

the temperature. It had high ceilings and smooth, creaking floorboards, and dark,

heavy fumitute shiny with polish. Gold-frarned photographs ran up and down the

wall in orderly rows on either side of an immense, rectangular mirror, and the living

room was painted an icy furquoise, which I knew to be faded as I had once seen Mrs.

Gavranovic remove the photographs to clean the fi.ames. Behind thern there

remained two amazing rows ofdarker aquamarine patches, as orderly and neat as the

photographs thernselves. The severity of the fumishings, ilnrnense and Eur.opean and

relieved only by a fleet ofcrocheted snowflake doilies, rnade the house seem even

colder than it was. Mrs. Gavranovic often praised the builders ofher house and said

that insulation was the key to everything.

"God have mercy on their souls," she said, and her voice wanned with true

affection for the men who must have long since died but who had earned her goodwill

with their dedication to good workmanship.

It was cool, too, because Mrs. Gavranovic kept the curlains drawn against the

heat of the aftemoon, fastening together the curtains with a row ofwooden

clothespegs. The curlains were floor-length and made ofdark red satin with a gold

brocade trim, suggesting a former grandness at odds with the clothespegs and the

collection ofugly china dogs across the rnantelpiece. The dogs were the kind of

omament that would normally have enchanted me, except for their faces, which

seemed pinched and undoglike. I had an idea, fueled no doubt in paú by a number of
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Mrs. Gavranovic's own remarks, that her house had been a very different place

during the era when her husband was alive. She always referred to him as ,,a man,s

man," which at first I thought was Mrs. Gavranovic's way of admitting that she

herself was a boy, but after awhile I began to suspect it had something to do with a

dislike for china dogs and doilies and painted Russian egg collections and Mrs.

Gavranovic's very strict boot-scraping policies at both the fi.ont and back doors.

I arrived at her doorstep straight after lunch, clutching a tin of Linnie's sponge

cake and feeling resentful. Linnie had roused herself fi.or¡ the sofa only long enough

to make me change rny dress before leaving, after the contents of my egg salad

sandwich had dripped onto its skirt, leaving a globous yellow-white trail clingirrg to

the fuzzy surface of its velvet ribbon. Linnie's insistence on the change made me cry,

and my chest still registered a shaky kind ofunease from the sobbing, just as my

sense ofpride still chafed with embarrassrnent.

"You're getting very dark in all this sun we're having, aren't you?" said Mrs.

Gavranovic when she saw tne, shading her eyes with one hand fror¡ the full afternoon

light.

She took the tin fi'ot¡ rne as I was drawing my clean brown loafers over the

flat edge of the curlicued iron scraper. She clucked as she opened it, her generous

nose dipping down almost right to the white wax paper lining the can.

"It smells good," she announced, "but it's going to be dry."

I followed her into the kitchen, as her conversation began to hit the fi.othy

pace at which it swept everything along before her. She passed me a tray of her own
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baked dainties as shejabbed at my mother's golden cake with one round, wrinkled

finger.

"She tries," she said. Mrs. Gavranovic could infuse any remark with her own

flavour ofbuoyant melancholy, each word graced with its own sigh.

"Lord knows she tries, the poor woman. And it's not bad cake, no." She

shook her head again and ushered me into the living roorn. "No, I'll never say it's

bad, but it's not good either, if you know what I mean."

She closed the door behind me, and as I did know what she meant, I allowed

myself a moment of reprieve before giving in to a vague feeling of dutiful

indignation, stuffing an iced piece of canot cake into my n.routh before it fully took

hold.

"Set that down on the table," she inshucted rne. I did so, then perched

opposite her on a pink, upholstered loveseat. Mrs. Gav¡anovic poured me a cup of

weak tea before setting the teapot back down to steep, i did my best to involve

myself in the updated monologue about the ongoing tonnent ofher tomcat by roving

packs ofstrays, and her late husband's deplorable habit ofreading a novel a week.

"l won't say that it didn't widen his field of interests, but what are all those

stories really good for? If he hadn't wasted his time reading Tlrc Brotlrcrs

Karantazov, rnaybe he could have hung the screen door properly and saved his poor

wife the griefofhaving to call a carpenter."

"Yes, Mrs. Gavranovic. "
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I had indulged Mrs. Gavranovic in so many ofher favourite topics that she

had begun to regard me, at the end ofher longer speeches, with a kind of amused pity.

She smiled and passed me another jam+opped shortbread.

"How's your poor mother?" she asked. Mrs. Gavranovic already had an

exhaustive knowledge of Linnie's headaches and spells offatigue, and I only hoped

that I was not about to be favoured with another list of Mrs. Gavranovic's

gt andmother's home remedies.

"She's okay," I said, and I was struck again with the pulse-racing neryousness

that possessed all my limbs whenever I considered asking about Emma. "She's

lesting this aftemoon."

I sipped my tea and tried not to kick my feet. Mrs. Gavranovic pouted and

drained her tea in one shot, then nodded with all the sagacity in the universe.

"Rest is life's greatest physician," she said. "It's a good thing you have

someplace to go, child, to help your mother keep her strength up."

"Yes," I said. "That is a good thing." Mrs. Gavranovic stood up to begin

clearing the tea things, and I saw a landslide of crumbs tumble down her poppy-

pattemed apron to the floor.

"She's a child herself, that one," she said, with a trace ofindulgence, and I

thought I sa\¡/ rny oppofiunity.

"Especially after Emma," I ventured, busying rnyself with leaning forward

and replacing my empty teacup on its saucer.
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"Oh Lord, yes," said Mrs. Gavranovic without a pause. She had tumed f¡om

me to carry the tea tray out to the kitchen. "Or so I imagine. That kind of thing is

hard on the best of us."

I heard the wet rattle and clink ofthe cups and saucers in the sink, then Mrs.

Gavranovic calling out, "My own niece's son divorced his wife over something like

that. She blamed him for losing Sarah, though it was hardly his fault, the poor man.

She had the leukemia."

Mrs. Gavranovic reappeared, drying her hands on the skiÍ ofher apron. She

was still shaking her head, as though the depth ofher sonow was a motor which

could endlessly propel hel head in its gesture of pity and regret.

"I don't hold with divorce in general," she told me, "but I'rn not like those

that say it shouldn't be allowed."

I nodded my head with a littlejerk as she settled back into the gold-coloured

rocker, which creaked and squeaked as it slid back along the floor, I said,,,What's

divorce?"

Mrs. Gavranovic gave a kind of hoot. "Well, isn't that just the nost precious

thing? Of course you don't know, doll, and why should you? When I was manied I

never let the word pass my lips inside my own house. Look, you just go on home and

forget you ever heard it."

I knew what leukemia was, or at least what it did, for I had heard it murmured

fíom Linnie's lips as she read the paper, in the quiet and respectful tones reseled for

tragedy. She told me sornething of it, enough for me to morbidly catalogue it
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alongside other death-dealing illnesses I had heard of, like smallpox, tuberculosis, and

scarlet fever.

Shuffling home fi'om Mrs. Gavranovic's I let rny feet drag, scuffing my shoes

against the sidewalk as my eyes traced the blank¡ess of the concrete. I could not

remember when I had first leamed of death, with its unfathomable stopping and its set

of sorrows which came to a family as reliably as Christmas presents. When I was

older, I sometimes tlied to tease out the rnemories of when the most shocking truths

about the world were revealed to me, things like war and slavery and the deaths of

children, and when exactly I came to understand them not only as long-ago Bible

stories, but as things which had only recently happened or.which were still going on.

Arrd in every case except for one, I found I could not remember when it was that I

came to face these impossible truths.

It might be that it ís like this for everybody, that childhood itselfslips away

from us as though it were always only a rnemory, so that we carurot say when it is

leaving or how it left but only that it has gone. But I do rernernber walking home

Íïom Mrs. Gavtanovic's that day and becoming certain all at once fi.om what she said

that Emma was Linnie and Garek's adopted daughter, and that she got sick and died,

and that I was her replacement. And when I cried later in my room, I told myself that

I was crying for both of thern and for how sad they must have been when it happened.

***

I woke up nelous the next day, and with my hands as stiffand tender as if

they'd been clenched tight all night long, I'd dreamed ofa baby on a turtle,s back,

floating away into the ocean as the tide pulled it out. The baby was crying, and its
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hair shone in the moonlight, and I knew I couldn't save it because I had never leamed

how to swim.

"lt's not my fault," I yelled from the beach, which felt as soft under my feet as

the beige blanket sandwiched between my cotton sheets and quilted bedspread. But

there was nobody there to hear and I was panicked at the thought ofhaving to tell

Linnie and Garek what happened, until I woke up with a start, a guilty heaviness still

weighing down my stomach.

I tumed up at Mirn's house and coaxed her over to play in rny backyard. She

said she might as well since she was bored anlnvay. Mim's boredorn was the

backbone ofoul friendship. It always ensuted a few liours in which I could rnake

Mim play at what I wanted with a grudging willingness that was usually enough to

afford us at least a little fun. Mìrn's only irnaginative recourse was playing house, in

which she would tiptoe around in imitation ofher rnother's high heels, asking her

husband - usually played handily by a tree stump or large rock - how he liked his

steak cooked, as I was relegated to the daughter that she would nag and scold with

gusto. The session ended with Mim sitting on the swing as I kneeled in front of her

and allowed her to play with my hair.

At first this anangement was enough to make rne go along with what I viewed

as an otherwise boring game. Mim's mother aranged her blonde waves in attractive

clusters ofcurls or into the impenetrable rrystely ofFrench braids, two neat plaits

cresting the sides ofher skull like twin mountain ranges or the keels of two long

Viking ships, beached and overtumed under her yellow hair. But our game usually

ended with rny hair in some monstrous anangement as I kneeled unaware, my cheeks
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flushed with the promise of beauty. One time Mim backcombed my thick black hair

so severely that it took Lirurie almost three hours to untangle, ending with an

indefinite baming of the game, or at least of Mim's tenure as my personal stylist.

"Let's play Saints," I suggested, once we were enclosed within the haven of

my backyard. Saints was one of my games, fueled by the collection of children's

religious books on the second shelfofthe downstairs bookcase. I was fascinated by

the saints: the masochism of the rnafiyrs, the vindication of their suffering, and the

ultimate assurance oftheir specialness. I had read the books so often that their stories

were as familiar as, or more familiar, than my own. And when we played, I had the

power of rnaking sornething happen. I could rnake Miur interested eriough in the

story to follow rny direction in acting it out. She had a hankering to be an actress,

anyhow. The key was in suggesting the kind of stor y that I knew would appeal to

her: anything with a youug female heroine who suffered teribly, which happened to

be the kind of stoly that I tended to prefer, anyway. And it wasn't hard as there were

lots of saints like this: St. Agnes, St. Cecilia, St. Felicity. St. Agatha was a particular

favourite as her tribulations included having her breasts hacked off as well as a

spectacular eaúhquake sent by God to spare her fuither torfure.

Mim put in a couple of hours as a lacklustre St. Catherine of Alexandria,

barely holding back her yawns when, with Cod's help, the spiked wheel she was

about to be tortured on was destroyed at her touch.

"What's the point of these stories?" she said, "They always end up dying in

the end, anylvay." She squinted into the sun, her head still thrown back in the

pose of a defiant martyr. I fíowned at her. lt was true that God only seemed to save
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somebody so many times and then he just let them die. Delivering someone from

toúure only to allow them to be beheaded was a puzzling kind ofdivine intervention.

I leaned back against the oak tree and shrugged.

"I don't know." I looked over at Mim where she was now sitting carefully on

the side of the hammock. "Do you want to do St. Cecilia now?" I asked.

Mim stretched her arms up before pushing her blonde curls behind her ears.

"You're weird, you know that?" She stood up and brushed her hands over the skirt of

her dress.

"This is boring," she said. "I'm going horne."

"But lll having fun," I said, which was a lie, but I didn't want her to go.

Mim shrugged. "Well, I'm not. And even if I was, I need to get home

anyivays. My mother says I spend too much tirne hanging out with Aussies and

savages. "

Garek often told me not to be a savage when I played with rny food befor.e

eating it, like making train tracks across the mashed potatoes with rny for.k, or piling

peas and carrots into a kind of pyrarnid, But the tone of his voice was always playful.

"What's an Aussie?" I said.

"Your mother," said Mirn. She smirked. "lt means she comes from Australia

and is descended from a bunch ofthieves and murderers." Mirr laughed, then tumed

her back on me and stalked out.

"I hate you," I said, after she left. I pulled out three flowers from the garden,

crushed them, and buried thern in the dirt near the elm tree.
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Then I spent the rest of the aftemoon on the gtass, reading more stories of the

saints as the sun darkened my shoulders and dazzled my eyes. When I finally went

inside it was as though I was blinded, everything in the house changed to shadows

and angles.

*

The day ofthe storm began bright and searing. Even the breeze was hot and

brought no lelief, only funnels ofblowing gritty sand. It felt like the earth rvas trying

to bum off its old skin and shed it like a winter coat, and the heat coming off the

asphalt made the road look shimrnering and wet in the distance. I sat barefoot on our

square patch offront lawn, stretching out lìry feet in tum to feel the bum of the sun-

baked sidewalk.

As I drew back my left heel, I felt a tickling on rny other ankle. Peering down

at my leg on its bed ofgrass, I discovered a srnall black ant making a trek across the

ridges of the top of rry foot. I drew in my bleath quickly and leaned fotwards, my

hands gripping at the grass, and, with an effort, steadied my leg, which had already

begun to t',vitch. Linnie had told lne that insects were actually fascinating creatures:

she'd released a brown-legged spider into the backyard that I had found on the calico

cookie jar the week before. She had also told me about giant spiders arrd anthills in

Australia that were taller than Garek.

"Isn't that incredible?" she said. "Irragine something as tiuy as a bug building

something bigger than a man."

She had also told me about koalas and kookaburas and wombats. But more

than all ofthose I liked the stories of the kangaloos that kept their babies in a pocket
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on their stomach. Linnie said she always wanted to be a kangaroo because she loved

jumping and she loved the idea of spending all day running free in the fields. She

said that kangaroos had the right idea about how to take care of their children.

The ant was stopping and starting, responding to the shaky owner of its

mountain. I put out a finger, its uneven white edge touching the side of my foot,

directly in the path of the travelling insect. WTen it stepped onto my finger with as

much trust as if I were a tree or a rock and any other part ofthe scenery, I just barely

managed to keep rryself from singing out in triumph and delight. When I heard a

shout frorn inside I thought at first it was a sound in my own head, the noise of

feelings resonating within niy skull.

"Shay! Come inside, please. Lunch is ready!"

I made a barely audible noise in my tkoat. I turned my hands over and over,

letting the ant run from one to the other. I was entranced by its tiny efficiency, by its

ahnost invisible body that was a model of action. Its legs moving across rny skin

tickled me, and I bent my head to it, my nose down so far I thought there was a

chance it might crawl inside. The ant was so alive and precious and small. I felt as

though I understood what it would be like to be a scientist, the kind ofperson who

wanted to really see how the parts of the world worked.

"Shay!" called rny mother again, her voice betraying impatience.

"I'm coming!" I leplied, keeping as still as possible. I felt like I had always

imagined I would feel if I ever got up close with a horse or if I had a pet of my own,

as though animals would unde¡stand my specialness, my honest desire to
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communicate with them. I tried to focus my mind, concentrate my thoughts into a

beam heading straight towards the ant.

"Shay!"

Hearing my narne yelled in anger was so starlling that I let my arm drop and

the ant fell to the grass. I let out a yell of my own and dropped to my knees, combing

the glass with my fingers, furious at myself and at Lirurie for intemrpting me. I

hoped that the bond I'd been trying to create with rny ant would allow me to

distinguish it from any other ants I rnight find on the ground. I could feel the bits of

grass becoming trapped beneath my fingemails as I shouted back that I was busy, that

I was coming in a minute.

In tum l heard a shdek and the clarrging of metal, and, fìndiug no trace ofthe

ant, I ran inside to the kitchen, where Limrie was belrt over the counter, a stack of

plates in her hands and her hair hanging in her face. The big steel soup pot was

oveúumed on the floor and creamy leek soup, still steaming, ran over the floorboards

in white waves, a milky sea spreading almost to the tips of my toes. Linnie was

crying. I took a step backwards.

"I'm here," I said, "l'm sorry. There was this ant - ,,

"Please. " A sob broke tkough the thick sound of Linnie's voice as she turned

to face rne. "Don't. " Her head moved frorn side to side, a blonde bulb of regret, then

jerked towards the floor'. "l spilled the soup," she said finally. I took a step closer

and she laid the plates down on the counter, heaving a deep sigh that shook her chest

and shoulders on its way out, like a coil ofbalbs slipping up through her spine.
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"I worr¡ you know," she said, wrapping her arms around her sides until her

fìngers clutched into the gaps at the back of her loosely crocheted blue sweater. "you

didn't answer and I was worried." She hunched forward, as though bracing herself

against a downpour, but her lips were tremulous and pools oftears filming her eyes

began to quiver, glinting like glass in the light from the hallway. She gave a shori,

thin laugh, which füghtened me.

"I know," I said, "l'm sony." I felt as obliged and as reluctant to go to her as

I did when fìrst introduced to Mrs. Gavranovic and she invited rne to give her a kiss.

Though her eyes were not unkindly, I was repelled by her very largeness, and I

dreaded the feel of tlie stletched black wool ofher dless that seerned to go on and on,

like a dark and distended balloon. Watching Linnie, I could almost feel her hands,

cool and wet, upon my cheeks and hair before I was really there and within her anns.

"My darling," she said, stroking my head harder than I would have liked.

"Don't ever leave rne."

I wasn't sure if she was speaking to me or not, because it sounded like the

words of a song off one of Garek's records, but I promised I wouldn't. By the tirne

we'd cleaned up the spilled soup, she'd called Mr.s. Gavranovic and asked if she could

send me over there for a while.

"I can feel one coming on," she said into the phone, as I stood on the stepstool

to wring soup out of another dishcloth.

When she hung up, I asked her if I shouldn't stay instead. ,'I can bring you

pills," I said. "Water. I can br.ing you anlhing you need."
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Linnie shook her head, and flashed her soft, genuine smile. She gave me a

stage wink. "I'm fine. I'll be fìne,"

At Mrs. Gavranovic's, I accepted the weak tea I was offered and wriggled into

the pink loveseat until i could lean up against its back and feel the twitching ofmy

body settle into stillness.

Mrs. Gavranovic hung up the telephone.

"That poor child," she said. "She's going to have a rest now, honey, so you're

to stay here with me until the rain clears up, or she stafis to feel a little better,

wliichever comes fi r'st."

The rain came pelting down just as Mrs. Gavranovic closed the door behind

me. I could see it now through the window, the raindrops hitting the sidewalk so hard

that they were creating a spray.

"Is she okay?" I said. I wanted to ask if Linnie was going to be angry at me

forever, or if I had broken her beyond the hope of anyone's fixing. I twisted the skit

of my sundless between my fingers.

"She's at her wits' end, I think,', said Mrs. Gavranovic with both relish and a

grave nod of s¡rmpathy, "and it's not your fault, child, so don't look so terrified,,' A

deep sigh escaped her as she settled down onto the chesterfield, the deep folds ofher

cheeks trernbling with the movement, "There,s a lot of pain that woman has seen.',

I thought of all the pain that Linnie might feel if something were to happen to

me and wonde¡ed if it would be more than all the pain I seemed to be causing her

now, I laid one hand on my chest where I thought I felt a pang.
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"Did you ever meet Emma?" I asked Mrs. Gavranovic. I wanted so badly to

know about Emrna and at the same time was afraid to find out. I watched Mrs.

Gavranovic's face in its minute variations of emphatic expression. Her cheeks, ruddy

as always, seemed to lengthen as she pursed her lips and shook her head, folding her

alms across her large bosom.

"Lord, no, child. She died before they came here. That,s why they came here,

it seems to me. Painful memodes and all that."

She sniffed and rubbed her nose. "So you're right smaft to see that that's

what's at the root ofall this. Though I don't believe in leaving the past behind, no

lì.ìatter lÌow much it hurt you. Because if you don't have your.rnernory, what do you

have? I pray to the Lord every night that i don't go senile. It,s a ten ible burden on

the family, tenible. "

Mrs. Gavranovic gave a pointed look towards the top of the upright piano

where fi'arned photographs ofher grown children were lined up along a white lace

n¡ruler, a pelmanent audience to their mother's serrnons. Then she gestured around

the room with her right hand.

"I wouldrr't want to move away from here, either, where Mr. Gavranovic

brought me home as a bride. Sometimes I almost expect to see him coming right

down the stails to dinner, hands on his belly, cornplaining like the old gobbler on

Grandfather's fann."

We both looked towards the empty staircase. I wondered what Mr.

Gavranovic would think ofthe ruffled banister decoration which ran up the length of
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the handrail, crisscrossing between each of the posts, magenta ribbons spilling from

its abundance of eyelet lace.

"But to tell the truth," continued Mrs. Gavranovic, "l met your mother on the

first day they arrived and she said your father's work transferred him here. But why

would the Department of Indian Affairs send hirn away from Winnipeg when there

are so many more Indians there than here?"

Pursing her lips, Mrs. Gavranovic reached towards the toothpicks, which

always sat in a miniature brown and cream ceramic jug on the tea tray. She rolled

one back and forth between her broad fìngers and nodded.

"So, you see, I knew that wasn't the whole story. Ottawa already has so many

govemment men. Anylvays, your poor rnother told rne the whole story before long. I

could see plain enough she was in pain and needed help, Lord love her. Especially

when I saw you, child, the poor baby you we¡e then." She shook her head even as she

tilted it back, operating the toothpick with a precise in-and-out motion. Her words

were difficult to make out as she bared her lips. "They're very adventurous people,

your parents," she said, "except when it comes to what I call facing up to the cards

that God has seen frt to deal them. I don't support the way they've tried to keep it all

buried down. "

"I thought God didn't like cards," I said.

"Right you are, child. A frgure of speech," said Mrs. Gavlanovic.

"And I thought Indians lived in the forest," I said.
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Mrs. Gavranovic tilted her head forward and reached out to place the used

toothpick onto the tray. She rubbed her thighs a little and looked at me for a long

time.

"Well," she said, with a curious precision, "some of them do, child. And some

ofthem live in those schools that your daddy takes them to, so they can leam how to

be clean and live properly and worship the Lord."

I nodded. She frowned.

"You're a good girl, Shay," she said at length.

"Thank you."

Mrs. Gavlanovic let out a long breath. She smiled at me. "l thirik you'll tum

outjust fine in spite of evellhing."

I stared. "Urn, thank you."

Mrs. Gavranovic beamed and helped herselfto another piece ofshortbread.

"Think nothing of it, child. I\n not one of those that say what's bred in the bone can't

be worked out by the Lord."

"Oh," I said. I looked down at my lap, where cookie and cake crurnbs had

pooled in the creases of my dress. "That's good," I said.

"Well," said Mrs. Gavranovic. She cocked her head to the side.

"You know, I did see a picture of the child, once, with some coaxing. A well-

looking little gill in the photo, sure enough, but dead within the month ofit being

taken, if you can believe it. The eeriest thing. I have a photo of Mr. Gavranovic just

the same, all done up in his Sunday finest the week before his poor hearl gave out."

Mrs. Gavranovic's bottom lip trembled. "lt gave me such a strange prickling
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on the spine, let me tell you, Even more than the photograph I had taken of him in his

casket."

The photo of Mr. Gavranovic hung in the kitchen, beside Mrs. Gavranovic's

wall-mounted spice rack. She said she liked to keep it near where she cooked as a

reminder of the dangers ofgluttony.

"Even more than that," she went on, "the blessed child looked just like her, the

spitting image. Like a little doll." Mrs. Gavranovic sighed. "And the tnost precious

little dress, all white lace and ruffles. What a doll."

"That's funny," I said. I had somehow pictuled Ernma looking just like rne,

only a little taller and prettier, with curly black hair instead ofstlaight.

Mrs. Gavranovic gave me a curious look as she stood up to refrll the teapot,

huffing a little against the arm of the chesterfield.

"It's not what I'd call funny, child. It rnust give them pain night and day." She

shuffled off into the kitchen, one hand on the small ofher back.

I looked at the remnants oftreats on the tray, and the beige droplets oftea on

my saucer.

"But Mummy and Daddy weren't able to have children of their own," I said.

That's why they got me."

Mrs. Gavranovic popped her head out of the kitchen.

"Didn't your mother explain all this when she told you?"

I shook my head.

"Your mother got so sick when she had Emma that the doctor told her not to

have any more babies. Ofher own, that is."
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,¡**

Mostly what I thought about at fìrst was how Linnie had lied to me. Being

angry was a braver emotion, and when I could feel myself wavering I thought, ,'She

lied to me," until I was steadied.

I took it rather well, I think, looking back, in the way that soldiers, or

refugees, or grieving relatives are said to take things well, in that they are too

bewildered or too drarvn out from worry or too plain desolated to have any outward

reaction to catastrophe. I had a sense ofdisbeliefthat precluded violent emotion, as

well as a fascinated pleasure in rny own numbness, like the way I would scratch and

poke at my leg after sitting on it too long, until in time it gave way to the pins-and-

needles pain as the blood retumed.

When the shock of the conversation with Mrs. Gavranovic at last began to

wear off, I felt as though I had wandered into a fog, like the day that Linnie and I took

a walk in the early moming when we saw the rnist rising off the ground. My face felt

bathed and fresh, but though we could not see the fog while we were in it, it was

obscuring everlhing before us, and when I looked back, it was covering the way that

we had just come. And I felt like I did then, with a porlion of awe but also with the

fear I would have felt if Linnie were not wíth me. And it was in this recognition of

my own deep need for her that I decided I was going to do whatever I could to help

he¡ love me as much as she had loved Ernma.

It was just like playing any other game at first. I was pretending to be

somebody else, somebody that I really wanted to be, like one of the martyrs, Only
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instead of being someone who was close to God I was going to be somebody who

was close to Linnie. The only problem was that I knew very little about the person I

was trying to be. The more time I spent thinking about her, the more that I began to

see her as a kind ofsaint, a kind ofperfect girl or angel.

I was reading another book ofsaints befo¡e bed now, an older, leather-bound

text with smaller print and fewer pictures. Linnie told me that it was very old, fiom

the tirne when her mother was a little girl. As I was already familiar with most of the

female saints from the little picture books, I began this one by starling with the men.

St. Alexius was my new favourite, who renounced the home of his rich parents when

they forced him into r.naniage, then retumed as a pious beggar to live under their

stairs. The remarkable thing about St. Alexius was that his own parents did not

recognize hirn, never once in seventeen years, until he eventually died and was

revealed by a note, a letter he had pimred on hirnself telling them everflhing.

When Garek came home again, Linnie's mood improved, although her head

was still hurting more often than before. Instead ofbanishing rne outside after lunch,

she allowed me to keep her company as she made headway in the piles of dirty dishes

that had begun to tower over the sink during his absence, providirrg food for the fruit

flies that leaped and settled, always out of reach of the violence of my swatting palm.

I watched as she scoured off the hard scaled orange bits, the fluffy white mould that

looked as soft as a cloud, and the liquid green seaweedy bits that she said used to be

spinach. Tying a red bandana around her head, she tackled the chores with a rosy-
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cheeked enthusiasm, singing a little as she worked. She was pinning the violet-

pattemed pillow slips onto the backyard clothesline when she started on one of my

favourite songs, about hammering in the moming and in the evening, and her face

became open and loose and we laughed together until my stomach hurt when she

pretended the clothespeg was a nail and she hammered it with her fist until the line

wavered and jumped like a skipping rope and the laundry flapped like big white

elephant ears.

She even agreed to take me shopping, afìer I prornised I wouldn't wander off

and get lost or cling to her elbow while cornplaining loudly of being bored, neither of

which were unusual occuruences when I accornpanied her to the Bay downtown.

Lin¡ie was more indulgent with me now that her headaches had come back, and at the

same time rnore distracted. She listened to me intently ',vhen I spoke to her, but

sometimes she seemed to be looking past nie, her eyes scanning the furthest edge of

the horizon. On the way to the depaftment store, she was humming to herself and

when she reached for rny hand I let her take it.

The wornen's clothing departrnent was a strange, colourful forest to me, each

rotating rack bright with its fabric foliage: silks, wools and cotton each to be touched,

curiously, cornpulsively, in tum. The unfarniliar and slightly stale smell of the

ventílated air cornbined with the intense glare of the fluorescent lights rnade rne feel

exposed and disoriented, a srnall foreigner being scrutinized by the tidy salesgirls

with their purposeful and resounding black pumps. Occasionally one would catch

sight of me concealing myself within a rack, my dark head emerging in the centre of a

circle of ladies' white blouses. And depending on each woman's nature, whether
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merry or reproving, which seemed to correspond generally to her age, she would

eithe¡ smile and say hello or ask me in a stem tone where my mother might be.

It seemed to me as though the other customers were all watching us very

closely. A woman in a drooping blue hat twisted her face up in scrutiny as we passed

by.

"Why is everybody staring at us?" I asked. I had forgotten how much I hated

the feeling ofbeing looked at everywhe¡e we went. I kept close to Linnie's side and

felt that the world outside ofour house was a lot more exhausting than I remembered.

"Because we're so beautiful," said Linnie.

But I knew this wasn't hue because I had hear.d Lirmie described as beautiful

and I looked nothing like her.

Lirurie wound her way thlough the display racks, pausing at each but seeming

to look over and past them. When she headed towards the escalators without buying

anflhing, without even having taken anything offthe rack, i gr.abbed her hand and

urged her to come with me to the children's depadment, which beckoned off to the

left with its brightly coloured prints.

"l'm coming," she said. "Don't pull. I understand now why you wanted to be

paft of this expedition." She smiled as we passed between two racks of frilly blue

dresses-

"I don't think you need anything new just yet," she said. "Maybe in the fall.',

I led her past some smooth-faced rnannequins in ffuit-coloured bathing suits,

and paused on the opposite side of their sleek yellow and orange backsides. Linnie

looked around. A stray piece of straw-coloured hair had slipped frorn the loose knot
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at the back ofher neck, and she was twirling it in her left hand, chewing on the end of

it in an absent way. Finally, I saw arackof white dresses, including one with alace

skirt, just as flouncy and beruffled as Mrs. Gavranovic had described Emma's dress in

the photograph. Its gathered folds gave me a tightness at the back of my throat, made

me ache to be the kind of girl who would wear such a dress as a matter of course.

"Can I have it?" I said, and though such a demand would normally elicit a

scolding, Linnie rnerely shook her head.

"I really, really like it," I said. "l've never had a white dress."

Linnie's voice sounded odd and high-pitched when she said, "I have one at

home for you already."

She bent down and hugged me and when she stood up she started laughing,

her shoulders shaking. She folded her anns under her breasts and tried to stop, but

she only giggled louder and tears streamed down her cheeks. A salesgirl in a brown

caramel sweater carne over and asked us if we needed to step outside.

"I\n fine," gasped Linnie. "lln just happy, that's all."

At the house, she made me wait in my roorn, and I heard rustlings and rnuffled

knockings from her closet. She floated into my room a minute later, a white dress

ove¡ her forearm which brought with it a rningled slnell ofcedar and roses. Sitting on

the edge of rny bed, she laid it down on the quilt between us.

"This is for you," she said, as I took in the fine eyelet lace at the seams and the

glossy pink ribbons brightening the shoulders. There was akind of ruffled srnocking

across the chest, with pink stitching in the form of tiny embroidered roses.
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"Oh," I said, and Linnie smiled at me. I reached out my hand but stopped

short of touching the clean white expanse of the three{iered skirt. I looked for signs

that the dress had been wom, but there were none that I could see. Linnie kept her

eyes on the dress, and cleared her tlu'oat quietly.

"My mother made it, you know." She fingered the hem, which was smooth

with white ribbon.

"Really?" I couldn't picture anyone who sounded as loud and cross as Mrs.

Almead rnaking anything so delicate and lovely. I had always irnagined that she

didn't like young people, and kept her windows and drapes closed against the sounds

of childlen at het dool ol playing in the street.

"Yes, really." A sigh escaped her lips, so light as to be altrost rnusical, like

the last note of a song on one of Garek's Julie London records, who he said sang as

though she was kissing the microphone. I remember Linnie adding, in a loud aside to

me, that he probably thought he would be better at kissing Ms. London but that,s

where he was wrong, and I was worried until Garek whooped and grabbed Linnie

around the waist and, giving her a rnultitude of tiny, srnacking kisses on the cheek,

told her that she better not cornplain or maybe åe would start taking microphone

stands out for dirmer and dancing. Then Linnie laughed and said that he was such a

terrible dancer she knew she had nothing to womy about. Lately, though, I had only

noticed Linnie listening to Julie London, playirrg "How Deep is the Ocean" and "A

Foggy Day" over and over again as she sat wrapped in a crocheted afghan.

"Who did she make it for?" I asked.
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Linnie looked up at me for a moment, then looked away and circled the edge

ofone puffed sleeve with a pale index finger, where I could now see that another

matching pink ribbon, a half-width of the piece running around the shoulders, was

woven into the lace edging and sewn into a delicate bow.

"For me," she said at last. "She made it for me. It's kept rather well, hasn't it?

She could never do something like this now. " Linnie paused. "Her arthritis is too

bad." Her brown eyelids fluttered at me as her face tumed coy.

"Do you like it?" she asked.

"I love it."

I had never had a dress as nice as this before, had only seen them occasionally

on Mirn. We stood up and she held it up before rne by the shoulders and we could

both see that it would fit. She was smiling and bitirrg her lip, and I hugged her around

the waist, the dress hanging over lny ann.

"It's the best present ever," I said.

With Linnie's help, I put the dress on rìght away, and we ran downstairs

together for what Linnie said was going to be our very own garden party. As we

passed Garek's study on our way to the kitchen, he came to the doorway and hailed

us.

"Where are you off to in such a huny?" he asked. Garek's brown shirt was

untucked and baggy around his waist, and he had untied his tie, which trailed down

the sides ofhis chest like a scarf. He looked at me, and his right hand began worrying

his earlobe.
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"That's a pretty dress, " he said, his voice flat. I knew fiom the way he said it

that he had seen it before and that the dress was Emma's, no matter what Linnie said.

I felt a tingling spread up and down my back and I hugged myself to keep from

saying anything. Garek kept his eyes on Linnie, who beamed at him.

ulsnt it?" she said, and after a moment, he nodded. I twirled around,

billowing the skirl, and when I stopped, he ruffled my hair.

"I'lljoin you," he said, and I ran ahead of thern outside, into the long suÍrmer

evening, feeling as light as the pink sash fluttering in my wake.

***

After the dress it seemed to me as though Linnie was shrinking, drawing

herselfin so that she seemed to be dirninishing, to be taking up less space than she

used to. I noticed it fìrst in the bathoom, a room which had always seemed saturated

with Linnie, her soaps and rings and shan.rpoos always scattered over every available

surface. They were replaced where they belonged, into the cupboard, or the jewelry

box in the bedroom shaped like a miniature wardrobe, once every few days, but their

inevitable migration back to their natural habitat was one ofour home's cornforling

quirks, like the smooth hiss of the radiators and the close, narrow back staircase to the

kitchen that always srnelled like the last thing that had been cooked.

But the bathroom had been clean for a week now, the comers of the cream-

coloured tub free ofbottles, the back of the toilet cleared of Linnie's sterling silver

rings and dog-eared cookbooks. Even the cameo brooch was gone. It had been
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sitting on the windowsill for weeks, mostly hidden by the long, white cotton curtains

with their endearing pattem ofducks and geese and only visible when the window

was open and the breeze billowed them out.

I pushed down the lid of the toilet and sat on it, picking at the spot below the

edge of the tub where the pinstriped wallpaper was peeling. I had asked Linnie if she

wanted my help in the garden, where she was stretched out on a wicker Muskoka

chair with her eyes closed. The garden was being neglected: the gr.ass grown almost

as long as the dandelions which had sprouted up between thepansies. But she simply

shook her head, tuming away from rne without opening her eyes, drawing down her

straw hat a little furthel ou her forehead. Lir.urie was spendirig half her time giving

me her undivided attention and the other halfignoring me completely, lost in reveries.

One day when we were sitting out in the garden, a crow landed on one of the

cucumbe¡ stakes, its tail feathers scraping the largest heart-shaped leaf. It took

screeching to the air before either ofus could raise an arm to shoo it, and Linnie

'¡/atched it fly away, her hands resting on the top of her hat. She said she remembered

a scarecrow that used to stand in the field behind her parents'house in Australia. It

was the first thing she had said in over an hour, and I felt as though the balloon being

squeezed inside my stomach might finally begin to deflate. I tumed to face her,

reassured at how the alarming irnmobility ofher face, which I had been sneaking

glances at all aftemoon, was relieved into familiar expressions as she spoke.

"He had a knit toque on, although I thought it was just a big sock until after I

spent rny first winter in Canada. "
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I grinned as I watched her toes \.viggle in amusement. Bringing her knees up

to her chest, she wrapped her arms around them and continued, "And he had a purple

blazer and an orange scarfand the most crooked and sympathetic smile scrawled onto

a pie plate head. I even went to say goodbye to hirn the day before we moved.,'

I liked stories about when Lin¡ie was a little girl and told her so. She smiled,

but without tuming her head to look at me, her eyes fixed on a spot near one ofthe

top branches of the neighbour's ehn tree, where we last saw the crow's springy black

form.

"l lost everything," she said.

"What?" I asked. My chest tightened and I thought my feet must have been

audible as they clenched and tensed against the wicked of the chair.

"When I left Australia," said Linnie, gesturing with her arms in an expansive

circle. "My friends, my world, everything." She rolled her eyes and laughed a little,

reaching for the glass of iced tea that had long since grown wann and watery. When

her face became still, she stletched and said, "At the time, I felt as awful as if I'd been

taken away from my own parents. " Her gaze falteled, and she cleared her throat,

retuming the empty glass to the white iron table between us.

"Of course, they came with me," she said. "We all came to Canada together.

But seeing them in another place made ther¡ feel strange to me, as though they were

different people. More tired and woried." She shrugged. "But I think now that

maybe they were always that way, and it was me who changed. Seeing the world

against a different background changed everything for me."

"Is that what made you think ofleaving and corning here?"
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"Leaving Winnipeg?" She sighed. After a long time, she said, "Yes, I guess

so. I wanted another kind of change in scenery. Although there are always reasons

to leave."

Something about the way she spoke made m e rcalize that while it seemed as

though people going places was the way of the world, was how everlhing kept on

moving ahead in time, it could all just as easily be tumed around. It might be that

really, everybody was always leaving and that partings and separ.ations rnight be

closer to the real engine driving evelything forward. This came to me in a kind of

sinking flash, something closer to a feelirig than a thought, and I cornplained ofbeing

too hot and jumped up and went inside. When I looked over r.r'ty shoulder, Limrie

hadn't rnoved, even though her hat had slipped askew and the sun was beating right

down iuto her placid face and round, wide-opened eyes.

I could tell that Linnie wasn't feeling well because I had managed to wear the

white dress for so rnany days in a row that it was starting to get soiled and dingy. Its

satin edges and lace trir¡s had become stained like winter's shrinking leftovers, the

dirt-topped frostings ofsnow left to line the sidewalks in early AprìI. But Linnie

wasn't saying any'thing about it, apart fi'on sometimes noting that I was looking very

pretty. And while this was alarming, it was convenient in that it allowed me to

continue playing the game, for it was only in En.rma's dress that I almost felt that I

could become somebody else, something closer to what Lirurie was rnissing in a

daughter.
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In the garden, once Linnie's ch¡onic silence had subsided into a less

worrisome sleep, I tiptoed from my chai¡ into the overgrown grass of the lawn, which

cooled my feet and tickled my ankles. Looking down, I watched as I trampled

patches ofgrass beneath my feet, hundreds oflong blades bent and crossing like a

woven mat. I noticed that the ruffled srnocking at the top of my dress was still fi.ee of

spots, at least. I hoped that its original owner, if she could see me, wouldn,t mind.

"O dear, departed Emma," I meditated in the garden, careful not to mouth the

words as I thought them, "show rne the way into your soull"

It occu[ed to me that this kind ofprayer had gone badly for rne before, when

I had once inshucted God to tell rne what to do and then became confounded trying to

distinguish between my own sinful impulses and the holy ones He had irnplanted in

me. Surely, though, angels would take the time to rnake a personal appearance, as

they always seemed to in the Bible. And little girls like Emma, when they died,

always became angels. I decided instead to try a different tack.

"Let me see youl" I spoke aloud, spreading my arms wide. I added as an

afterthought, "l beg you."

I didn't fully expect to see her, but goosebumps tingled over my body in rny

exciternent. Not only would I bd able to find out how to be like her, but she would be

able to tell me everything: why she died, why Linnie was so sad, why i felt so alone,

and which of the saints ought to be my favourite.

"Appear before me!" I said, louder.

"Don't talk to God that way," said Lin¡ie without opening her eyes. "Go

inside and be quiet, please."
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So I retreated inside and tried to conduct my séance in the bathroom, hoping

that Emma wouldn't be picky about the location. Tuming off the lights, I left the

door open a crack, so that only a glimmer oflight filtered through, creating an eerie

semi-darkness and throwing a broad shadow across my face. With my voice at a

whisper and rry face in the solemn attitude of prayer, I pleaded with Emma to show

herself. But no matter how suddenly I snapped open my eyes, I was still the only one

standing before the minor, and I could detect no trace ofany fleeing ghostly presence

besides the foolish racing of my own heart.

**<*

One hot day when Garek went into the office, I was rocking back and forth on

the cushioned footstool, knees drawn up to my chest under my stliped sundress. My

mother was having a good day, and she sat reading a mystery novel in the red plush

glider chair before me. She held it up befor.e her in her left hand as her other hand

rested against her rìght cheek. She wore her reading glasses, srnall-lensed rectangular

spectacles with thick black fíames behind which her pale face sluank into

insignificance. I thought it was sad that my mother had to make herself look ugly in

order to read. The sight of my rnother with a book in her hand made me think of the

brown book upstairs, the book I always tried to stop rnyself fi.om thinking about,

I stood up.
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"I'm going up to my room," I said. I was trembling with the thought of

everything that rnight be in the book, everything I might find out about Emma that

could help me get closer to Linnie.

Linnie looked up, tuming her paperback novel into an upside-down V on her

thigh. Her face softened as she looked at the white dress I wore almost every day.

"What for?"

I tried to meet her gaze and gave a small srnile. "To play." I hopped and

s,wr¡ng up my affns in what I thought ofas an exuberant gesture ofchildìsh fun.

Linnie narrowed her eyes, then pushed her reading glasses up onto her head.

She shifted in her seat, crossing her right ankle over her left, without moving her

book.

"Why don't you play outside?" she asked. "lt's lovely out. And your father

made you that nice swing."

I struggled to keep the comers of my mouth frorn tuming down in

disappointment. I thought now that I ought to have had a story ready, something to

accompany my declaration. "I - oh, okay," I said, jutting my chin forward in

consideration. A moment passed as I tapped my top teeth against my bottom ones,

then pressed my lips together, wondering if it would be believable to suggest that I

had developed a sensitivity to the sunlight, sornething along the lines of Mrs.

Gavranovic's complaint that kept her in a huge, wide-brirnrned straw hat whenever

she worked in her back garden or visited anyone across the street. The hat was black

and ill-fitting and gave her the look ofa fat, rnashed-down witch whose hat and entire
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body had been compacted by some sort ofspell o¡ the fist ofa giant upon the top of

her head.

"You look like you're thinking about something," said Linnie, who was

watching my face with interest.

"Oh," I said, "no. No, I was just ... I'm going to go outside."

And sliding a little on the hardwood floor, I ran from the room to the back

door, where rny tan pelmy loafers were placed neatly against the patio window.

Slipping rny feet into their familiar, plaid linings, I braced rnyselfand pulled open the

door to outside.

The backyard always seerned to be twice as hot as the flont porch, as our'

house was located on the shady side ofthe street, between a two-story brick house

with a black dog in its yard and a yellow, three-story house belonging to a farnily that

liked to have barbeques. There was a big oak in one corner, with a real wooden

swing, and a dark border created by the lilac bushes which lined the inside offence.

A stretch of gass from the low deck covered halfthe yard, reachilrg towards a

sandbox, a vegetable garden, a flower garden, and a rock garden, each with its own

wooden bordets and flat, inlaid stones set up into paths between them.

i crossed the grass and began hopping with both feet along the path to the rock

garden, where interesting pieces ofstone in varying sizes and colours were embedded

among creepers and small cacti. There was a nice, big piece ofpink granite in the

furthest comer, with a smooth but sloping top surface, and this is where I planted

myself, bringing up my knees and bracing my heels to keep rnyself from slipping off.

I was close enough to the comer lilacs to smell their sweet, heavy ffagrance.
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Just as I was beginning to get restless, as my mind tumed back to the book

and excuses I might use to get myself back inside, the wooden gate to the backyard

began to swing inward, with Mim coming in behind it.

"What are you doing?" she said. She looked cross and ready to frnd fault.

We hadn't spoken since our fìght.

"Nothing," I said, and though she wrinkled her nose and frowned at me, the

truth of rny answer was so evident that it gave her nothing to argue with.

She lemained at the edge of the rock garden, her lips in a pout.

"l'rn bored," she said.

I stood up and grimred as her pale chinjutted up towards rne i¡r accusation.

"Let's play Rope Face," I suggested, and she agreed.

Rope Face was a garne we had invented together one afternoon the previous

sulnÍler, after Garek hung the harnmock between the oak and an ailing ehn, the only

two trees in the yard. It consisted of one person lying face down on the hamrnock,

her face pressed down into its cross-knit fibres. The other person lay on her back on

the ground undemeath and laugh until her sides hurt at the way the way the rope

would twist and contort the other's face.

"l'll go first," I said, heading towards the trees at a run, but Mim hung back.

"I don't want to get my clothes dirty on the grass," she said. Her pink

gingham skirt and white ruffled blouse were crisp with Mrs. Millar's bleach and

precision ironing.

"I'll go and get a blanket," I suggested, thinking that while I was at it I would

check on the book.
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"Your dress is already dirty," said Mim. She was looking at me with unusual

interest, taking in the lace and the ribbons.

"You look funny wearing that," she said. She giggled.

,,\Mhy?,,

Mim shrugged and scratched her nose, freckled despite Mrs. Millar's

prescribed millinery of beribboned sunlats.

"You just look funny all dressed up," she said. "l guess that's why your

mother doesn't take you to church with her. Are you going to go get that blanket?

This is boring," she said.

"No, it's not," I said. I suddenly hated the sight of Mirn's prissy outfit and

pouty face. "You're boring. "

It was an unprecedented kind of rer¡ark from me and it seemed to strike a rare

nerye somewhere deep within Mim's otherwise robust ego.

"No, you're boring!" she retumed, never wasting energy on being defensive

when she could be the aggressor. "How dare you talk to me that \¡/ay?"

I shrugged, and Mim's face got red.

"You're the most boring girl I've ever met," she declared, "and everyone

thinks you're weird-looking and youl father doesn't really love you or he wouldn't go

away so much and your mother is a head case who doesn't know how to take care ofa

man and if she doesn't take better care of your garden my mother is going to cornplain

to the Neighbourhood Association and then you'll all have to move really far away

and then you won't have any f iends at all, not even me!"
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Her lips were trembling and I thought that I had never seen her so furious or

so lulnerable in her anger. But instead of feeling wounded by her attack, I was mad

and annoyed. I stepped forward, and reaching up, I slapped her hard in the face.

Mim screamed and tears started spilling down her flushed cheeks, as I began

taking steps backwards. She touched a hand to her face, her eyes namowing into

pinholes ofrage.

"l hate you," she said. "l hope your house bums down."

"I hope your hair bums off."

"You wish," she sneered, tossing her curls.

"Yeah, I do." I crossed lny amrs and smilked until Mim's face crumpled.

As she ran off toward her own house, I yelled, "I hate you, tool"

Mls. Millar, Mim's mother, showed up right after lunch. Limrie was dozing in

the chair when the doorbell rang, her mystery novel lying closed iri her lap. When

she opened the door Mrs. Millar began speaking at once.

"I suppose you know why I\n here, " she said. Her hair, an uptumed blond

bob, shook with each emphasis that she placed on altemating syllables.

"No," said Limie, "I\n afi'aid I don't." She raised an am when she noticed

rne behind her and placed it over my shoulders, pulling me in tight to her long grey

skirt.

Mrs. Millar ÍÌowned and pointed at me with one long, mauve fingemail.

"I don't know what you've been teaching her, but she just threatened to scalp

my daughter. "
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Linnie wrinkled one eyebrow. "Don't be ridiculous. Shay has never even

heard ofsuch a thing, believe me."

"Well, that's what she told Margaret she'd do. Margaret just came home

terribly upset."

Linnie looked down at me and stroked my hair.

"'Is that what you said?"

"No, I said i hoped her hair would burn off."

Mrs. Millar made a sound of disapproval and drew in her chin. She srnoothed

her skit and placed her hands on her hips.

"Well, it's clear to me," she said, "that there's not much that can be done with

these children. I thought you had some discretion in keeping her out of school, but

now I don't know." Her eyelids, painted a faint purple, lowered a little. "Although I

understand you can't have children ofyour own."

Linnie opened her mouth, then looked at me. "That's right." Her face set.

"How kind of you to point it out, Mrs. Millar." She took a step backwards and I

scurried back to keep pace.

"Goodbye," said Linnie, closing the door. Mrs. Millar's indignant face

disappeared. Linnie turned and stroked my hair, her fingers fluttering a little as they

reached the base of rny neck.

"You and Mirn got into a frght?" she asked, her voice betraying amusement,

as she tumed me by my shoulders to face her. "l'm surprised it never happened

before." She looked at me closely. "What was it about?"

I blinked, my chin quivering.
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"Does Mim's mother know that I'm adopted?"

Linnie's mouth twitched up into a soft smile. "Yes, honey."

"Does that mean that Mim knows that I'm adopted?" My chest felt tight and I

was scared I was going to cry.

Linnie voice was gentle. "Honey," she said. "Everyone knows you're

adopted."

"How do they know? Did you tell them?"

My trother sighed. "They can just tell because we don't look alike. "

Then she returned to the sofa where she fell back asleep.

Clirnbing the stairs, I gripped hard on the handrail, thinking of Mrs.

Gavranovic clutching at her polished banister during a bout of afilx'itic pain. Adult

sickness, and its accompanying requirement oftalking about it at length, seemed, for

a rnoment, to make sense to me. I felt like my stornach was racing ahead of me on its

way upstairs, leaving rne weak-kneed and nauseous, and it was so strange and sudden

that I could imagine wanting to discuss it in the way I had heard grown-ups talk about

indigestion, cancelled flights and late buses. Once the batll'oom door clicked shut

behind me, I was startled by a deep sigh until I realized that it was me. i locked the

door and stood in front olthe minor.

"Emma," I whispered, "please tell me what to do." I was panting, with the

same feeling in rny chest as I got after running the whole length ofour block and back

while Limie weeded and watered the fi'ont garden. My whole face ached, too, with

the effort of trying not to cry.
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"When I open my eyes," I said, "you'll be standing behind me and we can

have a conversation in the mirror."

WTen I opened my eyes, it was only me, and I could see that tears had begun

leaking out the comers of my eyes while they were closed. Putting one hand up to

my face, I stared at the whites of my eyes in the mimor until rny heart jumped and

more tears spilled out. Then I wiped my face and noticed the pinkness of my palm

against the contrast of my cheek and the colour of my arm, both almost the colour of

the minor's grainy, light walnut fi'ame.

I stretched both arms out in fi'ont of me and gasped. I thought of the monkey

in one of my favourite picture books. It was hue what Linnie had said. I looked

about as rnuch like as her as Curious George looked like the Man in the Yellow Hat.

My lips trembled, and I thought of Linnie's delicate srnile, so frequent even in her

deep sorrow. I gave up trying not to cry and sat down on the edge of the toilet seat.

There had always been something. I knew thele had always been something

that made me different from Linnie and Mirn, different enough so that I could never

look just like Shirley Temple or anyone out of the movies or the illustrations in any of

my books. And I had always thought it was just that I was little less pretty and less

grown up. But my dress, Emma's dress, could never really change anything. And

there was no way to hide.

Linnie slept in again and before a late bleakfast that she said we would call

brunch, we sat in the kitchen. I had spent the first hour of the moming reading the

book ofthe saints. I wondered if itwas only through the grace ofGod that St.
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Alexius had been able to fool his parents into thinking he was someone else. Garek

was in his study, doing what he said was very important work that was sure to

become trifling when the bacon was ready. In the aftemoon light from the patio

doors, Linnie's face seemed to be changing: it was brighter, almost luminous in the

creases, but there were traces of lilac and cornfiower blue in the hollows around her

eyes, from her brow to her cheekbones. The radio was on. It was a children's choir,

the sound ofa hundred flutes sounding in a bell. My rnother closed her eyes, her

hands clasped around the sides ofher mug.

"What beautiful voices," she said. She pushed her cup away and stood up.

Tlien she fell down.

For a moment, it seemed that nothing happened. Linnie was on the flool and I

waited for her to get up. I might even have laughed, because her collapse was so

abrupt that it was almost like slapstick, her face draining ofall colour and expression

before hel legs crurnpled up just like an accordion, like Wile E. Coyote falling

through the ground when the Roadrunner hands hirn an anvil. But as I stood waiting

for sornething to happen, my bewilderment growing with every second that Linnie

remained on the floor, I must have made some noise, for Garek came downstairs and

started yelling when he saw us.

"What happened?" he asked rne. He kept hollering it over and over as he

kneeled down beside Linnie, his hands cupping her face. I tried to tell him that I

didn't know, but wherr I opened my mouth to speak I stafied crying. Then Garek put

his ear over Linnie's rnouth and was quiet, and when he stood up, he took two fast
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steps to the phone and called the ambulance, his voice unnecessarily loud as he

repeated our address into the receiver.

The minutes before the ambulance arrived were slow and steeped in a heavy

flavour ofpanic, and I dreamed them so often aíÌerwards that I can no longer be sure

which details I really remember and which ones I added in later. There was Garek

beside Linnie, on the floor, holding her and saying her name, and there was the

feeling ofcold from the tiled floor seeping up through my socks and the sensation of

floating away, further and fur1her frorn both of rny parents. And there was Garek

looking up at rne, with what I thought was blame, and then I srnelled the ponidge

burning and I went to the stove and tumed it off. I reurernber this because I had never

touched the stove before, because Linnie had told me not to.

When I heald the siren, I fled to the living roorn and opened the door. I

stepped back in the shadows as t,vo men loaded a stretcher down the hallway to the

kitchen in a racket ofnoise almost enough to drown out Garek's shouts. Tiptoeing

after them, I peeked around the edge of the doorway, keeping out of sight. Linnie's

face was slack, and she looked as pale and fragile as the tiny seashells Mrs.

Gavranovic displayed in a row on top of her television, Her hair was loose and

strands of it lay crosswise across her face, in a way that, if she were awake, would

have made her nose twitch in irritation until she brushed them away. I wanted to go

to her and fix her hair and rub rny hand along hel arm, which was draped across her

chest and looking thinner in its stillness, but she looked so small lying there, her legs

barely a lump under the spreading folds ofher blue skirt, that I was afraid to move. I

watched her as hard as I could, as though I could keep her safejust by looking.
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One of the men from the ambulance was trying to talk to Garek, as the other

man was speaking loudly to Linnie as though she were deafand touching the inside

of her wrist. I thought I saw her eyelids flutter, as fast as blurring hummingbird

wings, but the rnan shook his head and began pinching her middle fingerjust above

the nail. Then he straightened and lifted her legs, and I flinched as her skirt began to

slide up towards her waist, revealing her thin, pale thighs and white underwear.

Garek was talking to the other man and didn't seem to notice. The man who was

asking Garek questions had big shoulders that looked as rounded as a couch cushion

when he peered down at Linnie's face, then bent at the knee to help lift her.

"Is she on any medication?" he asked. His face was irnpassive as he tumed to

Garek for the answer, but his eyes were dark and active, and his hands were still

supporting Liunie's head.

"Thorazine." Garek stepped forward to grab Linnie's lirnp hand within his

owll.

"Depressed? " asked the ambulance man. "Psychotic? " He held the wheeled

stretcher steady as his partner buckled Linnie in. "Did she try to take her own life?"

"No," said Garek. "No. Migraines."

The man nodded and grabbed hold of the stretcher. i ran outside. The outside

ofour house and the rest ofour street looked as normal as if nothing bad had

happened. There was a slight breeze lifting the petals of the pansies, their dalk

butterfly heafts seeming, as I stared at them harder than ever before, as velvety and

inviting as small, warm beds. I wished very hard to become small enough to be able

to live in the garden, and to stay there. Wrapping my arms around my legs, I
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concentrated on pulling in all my muscles until even my breathing sounded funny to

me.

The men rattled past with Linnie a few seconds later.

"You can't come, " he said to Garek, "Follow us in your car. " Then he saw

me, crouched beside the front steps.

"Who are you?" he said. "Get on home."

His curt glance fell across rny face towards the ground, and he gave a nod

back towards the street that made me tum to see if there was someone yet smaller and

rnore insignificant standing behind me, somebody who rnight be the real object ofhis

casual colìtempt. As I looked back at him it struck rne that he was ugly, for his mouth

was curled and unfüendly and the comers of his heavy brow spamred out past the

width of his cheekbones - but then it seemed to me as though his gaze already

contained evelything I could ever think of hirn, good or bad, deflecting me away with

the security ofhis indifference. I tried to lnove or speak, but I felt fixed and yet

absent within his look, like a small stain first observed but then quickly forgotten.

He tumed away while I was still huddled, open-mouthed, trying to wolk out

what to say to him. Garek had his back to rne, unlocking the car, and I thought then

that he would leave without me, his wrinkled, white shirt flapping untucked irr his

haste like a tnaiden's handker chief farewell. Hewas halfivay into the driver's seat

before he hauled himself out, with one hand on the roof, and ran back to find rne,

cursing my mute gawking but kissing my forehead as he picked me up. I looked for

the ambulance man to witness our display of kinship, but he was already insìde the

ambulance which was pulling away.
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There were later rejections, friends who turned on me or tumed away and

lovers who cheated and lied and then despìsed my forgiveness, but the sting ofthe

paramedic's remark never went away. It only deepened and soured as I kept trying, in

so many confused and helpless ways, to do as he told me. I wanted to go home, or

find a home, or make a home where I would never be questioned again and where I

could lìnd no questions to ask.

I knew that it was foolish to hate a strangel for something he said in the stress

and urgency ofhis work, and he could not have known how it would huft me. It was

even possible that most of the time he was a very nice man, who loved his family and

tried to do good in his life. I knew this, but I hated hirn all the same and fol a very

long time.

But I said nothing to Garek as we drove away, past Mrs. Gavranovic's, past

Mim's, to the hospital. At first we followed the ambulance until we got stopped by a

led light and Garek had to slam on the brakes. I felt bereft as I watched the

ambulance speed off ahead down the street, for there was something comforting in

being washed in the coloured glow of its lights, the volurne of its siren drowning out

the possibility of real thoughts.

At the hospital, Garek asked one of the nurses to watch me while I sat in the

waiting room. She sat me in the comer of the room closest to the desk, away from an

old man with dark glasses and a bad cough, and from a young woman who was

sobbing quietly, wiping her eyes with the sleeve of her purple sweater. The nurse

gave me a copy of Highlights for Children.
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"Just look at this, honey," she said, and I read it in strict procession from front

to back, trying not to lift my eyes from its glossy, crinkled pages in case I might see

somebody else who was sick. As the aftemoon \.vore on, more and more people

carne, but I did not let myself look up, for the image of Linnie's pale face pressed

along the floor frightened me every time it retumed, and I did not know what other

kind of stricken and ghastly faces might arrive.

I was squinting at a ptzzle page, trying to count the differences between two

pictures that looked the same, when my eyes began to droop and I lay down along

two of the black vinyl chails, my cheek sticky where it rested against the cover of the

old rnagazine. I went in and out of sleep in this squashed pose, though the constant

noise of the waiting room, with its shuffling footsteps and the shifting breezes of

swinging doors, was always with me. The reason why I was there was always with

me, too, for in all of my half-dreams I was looking for Linnie ol Emma, sure that I

would find them both dead. When Garek touched my shoulder', I awoke with a starl

and yelled as the kick ofmy legs made one of the waiting room chairs scrape across

the floor with a loud screech.

"For the love of God," sornebody said. I heard the hacking cough of the man

in the dark glasses.

"She woke up in the ambulance," Garek told me, r'eaching for rny hand. His

voice sounded hoarse, and his cheeks, usually as round as two sails in a fuIl wind,

were sunken and dry. He rubbed the side ofhis chin with his wrist and blinked as he

looked past me at the other people in the waiting room, though he did not appear to

notice them.
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"She said the si¡en was so loud that there was no way for her to keep

sleeping." He made a gesture with his shoulders that seemed to exhaust him.

"They're going to keep her ovemight to make sure everfhing is fine," he said,

sighing. "And we should get you some food." When he saw my face he added,

"She's going to be okay."

On the way home, a litter of folded road maps cascaded offthe dashboard

onto my lap as Garek made a sharp turn. I looked at him as I pushed the rnaps off rny

lap onto the floor of the car. He said nothing, but I saw that there were still beads of

sweat on the back of his neck. The maps were scattel'ed onto the rubber n.rat, where

they lay half-unfolded, just out ofreach of my foot.

"I'll get them," I said. "l\n sony I dropped them." I reached to undo my

seatbelt, but Garek stopped me, rnoving his hand to cover mine.

"Leave them, " he said. "Please. " Garek gripped the steering wheel again with

both hands and I saw his shoulders tense up, then relax. "Please," he repeated.

"Okay," I said.

We drove in silence, a little slower, with Garek sometimes shaking his head as

he breathed loud and deep through his nose.

"Is Murnmy going to die?" I asked. I wondered if was lying to me. I watched

his face, staring hard at his white, chapped lips.

"No, Itoldyou. Shejust fainted. She's going to be fine. " He looked over at

me, pressing his lips togethel into something that was not quite a sr¡ile. His voice
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had the rougher edge that it had when he was upset, but I knew that he wasn't angry.

"It's like sleeping."

The drive could not have been very long, but it seemed to go in and out like

this, with Garek speeding off and on, sometimes speaking, sometimes not. As we

drove, Garek pointed out the canal and the river, and the spot where, down the road,

the city would meet the country, and where that road would lead on to other cities, to

places I had never been before.

"You've been along this road before," he said. "As a baby."

"Was I a pretty baby?" It was a phrase I had heard used to describe babies

befole, mostly by Mls. Gavlanovic in reference to long-ago genelations ofhel farnily,

befrilled and elongated in chdstening gowns in aging photographs. I was never

confident of the beauty she claimed in those bunched and complaining little faces,

and I watched Garek's eyes as he drove, as they flickered from rne to the road. I was

surplised when he didn't hesitate.

"Oh, yes," he said. "Very lovely eyes, and very attentive, too, right from the

beginning." He sounded tired, He gave me a brief smile before looking back to the

road, where a driver honked his hom and I saw Galek roll his eyes.

"Am I an Indian?" I asked. "Am I like those kids that you take out of the

forest?"

I saw the large knuckles ofhis hands tighten against the steering wheel.

"No," he said. Then, "Yes." Then he looked straight ahead at the road and

did not say anlhing else.
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I looked out the window as the imperfections in the asphalt blurred in my

vision as we picked up speed, merging onto the Queensway. I sat with my hands in

my lap, tuming them over and over until I grabbed hold of the dashboard and Garek

turned on the radio. Iletgo. Squinting out ahead ofus into the sun, I saw thebroken

white line dividing the highway become a solid streak until the cars ahead ofus

crowded out my vision, as big and bright as all the spots ofcolour I saw when I

closed my eyes.
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Aíìerword

"Only What Is Visible"

In her book Visible ldentities: Race, Gender, and the Self, Linda Alcoff

observes that, "In our excessively rnaterialist society, only what is visible can

generally achieve the status of accepted truth" (6). It is tkough their visibility that

racial identities are naturalized, and it is precisely because they are "marked on and

tll'ough the body" that racial identities are lived, physical realities for nonwhite

individuals (Alcoff 102). The fact that race is a social construction does not elirninate

manifestations ofracism and the inescapable visibility of the racialized body.

Paul Ricoeur writes that "lt is the identity of the story that makes the identity

of the character" (148). In fiction, as well as in life, narratives provide frameworks

for meaning and for understanding of the self. But for nonwhite individuals, race can

dictate and delimit the trajectory of their lives, and, therefore, oftheir stories as well.

Frantz Fanon describes this predicament in Black Skin, Whíte Masks: "And so it is

not I who make a meaning for rnyself, but it is the meaning that was already there,

pre-existing, waiting for me" (i 34). As a racist society circumscribes nanative

possibilities for its nonwhite rnembers, the identities of these individuals will be

comespondingly irnpacted. One of the issues that I have tried to explore in this thesis

is the crisis of identity that can occur when an individual's personal narrative comes

into conflict with a racist society and its emphasis on visible identities.
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Colour-Blindness and the "Sixties Scoop"

It is a sad fact ofCanadian history that even before the end of the devastation

ofresidential schools, a practice which saw generations ofaboriginal children taken

fiom their families only to be abused and alienated from traditional culture for at least

ten months out of the year, the aboriginal children ofthe 1960s generation were, in

wildly disproporlionate numbers, pennanently removed fr'om their homes by social

woÌkers. By the end ofthe 1960s, the percentage ofaboriginal children in care had

skyrocketed fi'om 1 per cent to bet.,veen 30 and folty per cent across Canada (Foumier

83). These removals were ostensibly carried out in order to rescue children frorn

poverty and other social problems traceable to misguided fedelal govemrnental

policy, but they were also arguably motivated by the same colonial mindset, fixated

on erasing aboriginal culture, which suppofied the residential school prograrn

(Founiier 84).

Although the stories of adult Sixties Scoop survivors confinn incidents of

hardships and abuse in the child welfare system, it is also true that many white

families adopted aboriginal children with the best intentions ofproviding a caring,

stable home. A number of adult aboriginal adoptees recollect adoptive parents who

did their best to provide love and support (Fournier 90, 95-101).

Linnie and Garek are presented as parents of this type, who try to treat their

adoptive daughter as they would a biological child. As a govemment worker

ernployed in the administration of the tail-end of the residential school program,

Garek's involvement with aboriginal families prompts his more personal
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participation. The Simon-Altstein Longitudinal Survey found ìn 19'72 thal about 40

per cent of families adopting nonwhite children did so as an expression oftheir social

and political views and because of their support for the civil rights movement (Simon

19), and I imagined this kind ofpolitical alignment as factoring into the decision of

Linnie and Garek to adopt an aboriginal child. I also saw it as a kind ofunconscious

guilt assuagement for Garek, whose uncertainty about the ethics ofhis goverrunent

ernployment might prompt him to try and make amends, in this way, to one child. As

well, I thought that a couple in their situation, who had suffered the loss ofa

daughter, rnight choose to adopt a child ofdifferent background rvith the

unacknowledged assumption that raising a non-biological child of a different

racialized origin would involve less emotional attaclxnent and its associated potential

future pain. As Van Leeuwen and Wrobel point out in their essay "The Moral

Psychology of Adoption and Family Ties," adoptive parents must come to terms with

the general social stigna still associated with adoption, including the widely held

view that adoptive familial bonds are inferior to biological ones (17-18). Linnie and

Garek, I thought, might have consciously or unconsciously held this beliefprior to

adopting Shay. I also envisioned that Shay's aboriginal backgound might also have

been important to Linnie in simpliSing, at least visually, some of her own

problernatic emotions about perceiving Shay as a kind ofreplacement for her

deceased biological daughter.

Perhaps as an extension of their progressive outlooks, Garek and Linnie

attempt to practice a kind of"colour blindness" ìn regards to their adopted daughter

by not acknowledging the dissimilarity in their respective skin tones. Even though
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Shay is made aware of the nature ofher father's job, she is not told ofher relationship

to the "poor Indian children who lived in the forest" (3). When the issue is raised by

Mim's mother, Linnie does not take advantage of the opportunity to be explicit with

Shay, only saying that Mim's rrother knows that Shay is adopted because she and

Lirurie "don't look alike" (70). Even when Shay asks Garek point-blank, "Am I an

Indian?," he reveals his own confusion and reluctance to discuss issues ofrace by

initially answering "No" (76).

Alcoff in citing recent studies on racial colour blindness, finds it is a kind of

ideology claimed rnostly by whíte people. She notes that in her experience growing

up in the southem United States, there was "an anxiety about the pelception ofrace

on the pafi of some whites" (199). Phoenix, following the findings of Billig and van

Dijk, suggests that maintaining a clairn ofracial colour blindness is a way to avet

charges ofracism (109). This approach not only ignores the realities ofvisible

difference and racialized rnodes ofseeing, but studies have also suggested that

adopted children whose families are mole open to discussing issues ofcolour often

adjust better in respect to negotiating identities later in life (Simon 391-2). In cases

where children of colour are cornpletely imrnersed in white neighbourhoods and

schools, problems of identity could be even harder to resolve. In Shay's case, she is

so isolated, lirnited even within her own community to only one other young

cornpanion, that her confusion about socially recognized racial catego¡ies is not

suryrising.
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Fanon and the Racialized Subject

It is now widely recognized that race is not a rneaningful biological category.

As Darder and Torres observe, thefe is a "strong consensus" among scientists in the

areas of evolutionary biology and genetic anthropology that hurnan beings constitute

a single species, which is indivisible into biologically identifiable groups (6).

Constantly shiÍìing census categories document the change in social perception that

has tra¡rsfon¡ed ethnic goups once considered distinct - e.g. Jewish and Irish

peoples - into part of the white population. Siniilarly, the ethnic classification codes

used in the 2001 Census for England aud Wales leveal categories idiosyncratically

specifrc to British colonial practices: W1 (White-British), W2 (White-lrish), W9 (any

other white background), A1 (Asian-lndian), A2 (Asian-Pakistani), A3 (Asian-

Bangladeshi), A9 (any other Asian background); B1 (Black Caribbean), 82 (Black

African), 83 (any other black background); 01 (Chinese), 09 (any other ethnic

group). As these examples suggest, and as r¡ore extensive studies ofracial

categorization have confinned, race is most accurately described as a socio-historical

conshuct,

Although the idea ofrace has been discredited scientifically, it continues to

function phenomenologically at the cultural level. It is a social construction which

still represer.rts an "inteuse present reality" as an aspect of lived experience (Alcoff

179). Frorn an antiracist perspective, then, the initiation ofsubjects into a racialized

consciousness is a process that rnerits close attention, for this is how ideas about race

are inherited and perpetuated. One of the founding thinkers in this area is Frantz
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Fanon, whose writings on racialization focus on the troubled psyches ofcolonized

people. In the introduction to Racializations, a recent volume of essays, editors

Karim Murji and John Solomos make reference to Fanon as "underutilized," citing his

importance in "draw[ing] attention to the relationship between the psychic and the

social dimensions Iof racialization], and the ways in which subjugated identity

positions can be intemalized, even while they are in flux and being contested" (7). As

I was rvriting this thesis, even before I knew of Fanon's overall significance as a post-

colonial thinker, I found myself retuming over and over to one passionate and

personal chapter in his first book.

In Chapter Five of Black Skin, l4rite Masks, Fanon tells the story of riding on

a train and hearing a child exclaim, "Look, a Negro!" At first Fanon is amused, but as

the child continues to make exclamations, it is not long before "laughter ... becorne[s]

irnpossible" (1 l2). It is through such instances ofracism that Fanon's own self-

image, what he calls the "corporeal schema," is destroyed and replaced by a "racial

epidermal schema" (112). This racial epidennal schema, constituted by the social and

historical stereotypes that it sustains and prornotes, is part of a collective unconscious

acquiled as "the ¡esult of . . . the unreflected imposition of a culture" ( 191). As Fanon

intemalizes the racist stereotypes of white civilization, the ¡acial epidermal scherna

undennines his own body image and colonizes his consciousness. Consciousness, in

this situation, discovering that its place in the world has already been defined and that

it has been denied subjectivìty, becornes fragmented. As Fanon describes it: "I burst

apart" (109).
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It is thus through his personal experience ofracism that Fanon becomes a

rccialized subj ect, limited to a "crushing objecthood" in a racist society(109). This

process ofracialization - in particular the acquisition of cultural stereotypes and

accepted notions ofrace, as well as the intemalization ofwhat Fanon calls the racial

epidermal schema - is something I have attempted to trace in this thesis. Although

Alcoff rightly observes that "It]he perceptual practices involved in racializations are

. . . tacit, almost hidden from view, and thus almost immune fi'om critical reflectíon"

(1 88), I have hied to rnagnifu this process through Shay's eyes by means of an

equivalent nanowing ofher field ofthought and action. Shay's world is a very small

one, and her restricted sphere allowed me to isolate lesser aud urore bulied

occurrences ofracism as well as highlight the impofance ofcertain psychologically

significant incidents.

It may be from an instinct of protectiveness that Linnie does not bring her

daughter to church with her (68) nor enroll he¡ in school once she is old enough to go

(29,'10), but Lirurie's attempts to shield Shay from troubling racist remarks are

ultimately unsuccessful. Furthennore, her technique of avoidance fails to provide

Shay with appropriate coping techniques for sulival in a racist society. While Shay

seems to be mostly oblivious to racist staternents from Mim and Mrs. Gavranovic, the

paramedic's curt dismissal constitutes Shay's Fanonian mornent ofpsychological

distress and body-image disintegration (76).

Mernory and the "Microprocesses of Existence"
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Many "transracial" adoptees cannot remember when they first noticed that

their appearance differed from that oftheir parents, The Simon-Altstein Longitudinal

Survey, tracing 366 transracial adoptees in five Midwest Amedcan cities from 1971-

1991, found that 75 per cent ofrespondents said that they could not remember (Simon

21-2). Since studies have suggested that children begin noticing differences in skin

tone at around age ttu'ee (Phoenix 111), it rnakes sense that individuals would not

retain this early experience. This was a concern for me in plotting Shay's revelation,

as it contradicted lny own rnemory of a fonnative revelatiorr in front of the minor at

around age six. I was also uneasy that an emphasis on one specific incident rnight be

less truthful to the actual experience ofracialization as a plocess. But Ann Phoenix,

in a more recent study conducted with Batbara Tizard on a sarnple of248 young

Londoners of varying backgrounds, found that most respondents, when questioned

about their first consciousness of colour, actually cited a specific mernory dating back

to around the age offour or five. In her essay "Remembering Racialization," she

points out that it is not necessary for these memodes to be considered reliable in order

for them to be significant. As she obserues early in her essay, "the retrospective

constluction of a founding moment ofracialized consciousness in itself constitutes a

resource, around and against which nanatives of racialized identities can be

arliculated" (104-5).

So while it served my drarnatic purposes to have Shay's first conscious

awareness ofher own skin colour distilled into a single scene, I attempted to include a

number of lesser incidents that would fuel her growing awareness and which rnight

approximate more closely the gradual process of racializa1ron. Following Alcoff,
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who suggests lhat "the source ofracializations, or at least one impofant source, is in

the microprocesses ofsubjective existence" (185), I tried to keep the story very

tightly focused on Shay and her limited day-to-day interactions and perceptions. It

was impofiant for me to show that in spite ofher sheltered upbringing and her very

reshicted circle of farnily and friends, Shay is still touched by racist stereotypes and

attitudes. In a conversation with Shay, Mrs. Gavranovic implies that aboriginals are

dirly and do not know how to live propelly, adding that she thinks that Shay will

"tum out just fine in spite of everything" (51). Mirn relates to Shay that her mother

has criticized her for spending too much time with "savages" (44), and Shay

overheals Mls. Ahnead, her gtandmotlier, telling Limiie "Tltere's just tio teaching

sorne people," in reference to a brown-skinned home care worket (21), ln keeping

with Alcoff s suggestion that racializations are rnostly hidden from view, Shay's

seeming obliviousness to racist remarks makes them rnore invisible to an

unsuspecting reader. It was rny hope that the cumulative effect of the unobtrusive

embedding of these remarks into the nanative rnight mimic the process of

racialization itself.

"Transracial" Adoption and the Fragrnented Self

One of the most subtle processes taking place tluoughout the story is Shay's

enculturation into white models of beauty. Surrounded exclusively by white people,

and reading books such as llice in Ihonderland and the Nancy Drew series, Shay

autornatically absorbs a white aesthetic ofphysical beauty, which remains
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unchallenged by any social encounters or artistic representations. Like Pecola in Toni

Mon'ison's The Bluest Eye, who worships Shirley Temple (19), longs for blue eyes

(45), and believes herselfto be ugly (39), Shay accepts a paradigm ofbeauty to which

she cannot conform. Books for children in the late 1 950s did not highlight diversity

in their illustrations, and the story gives no indication that Linnie or Garek make any

particular efforl in this area, although Linnie does give Shay positive reinforcement

by telling her that she's pretty (55, 62). But Shay's own coÍtments about her own

appearance suggest that she has accepted a white standard. When Linnie tells her that

people are staring at thern because they are beautiful, Shay is irnrnediately skeptical:

". . . I knew this wasn't true because I had heald Linnie described as beautiful and I

looked nothing like her" (55). The importance ofbooks for Shay, as an eager early

reader, is evident in the scene in front of the rninor, in which the monkey Curìous

George is her first point of reference for her recognition of her brown colouring. The

absence of diverse children's materials results in Shay's painful self-identification

with the monkey. Although Curious George has human characteristics, he is

ultimately just an animal, and Shay's self-image must suffer ftom the association.

The gift of Ernma's dress provides another focal point for hints about learred

ideas of white beauty. Shay associates the fancy dress with something that Mim

rnight wear (58), but blonde-haired, blue-eyed Mim regards Shay as almost laughable

in it and tells Shay, "You just look funny all dressed up" (67). For Mim, the irnage

that she has ofShay as a racialized Other is incongnrous in conjunction with an outfit

similar to something that she herself might wear. Shay, too, believes that the dress is

the key to achieving the level ofaesthetic assimilation which she unconsciously
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desires: "it was only in Emma's dress that I almost felt that I could become somebody

else" (63). The dress itself with its tiered layers of white skirt, is a thinly veiled

symbol of the progressive levels of white acculturation in which Shay is being

dressed, Mim's laughter, as well as her pointed observation that Shay's dress is

"already dirty" (67), signifies her disapproval of Shay's assimilation attempt.

Shay is not only left adrift in a sea of white faces, but her parents' attitude of

colour blindness does not offer her a satisfactoly explanation of the racist behaviour

with which she is faced. One of the rnain arguments put forth by opponents of

transracial adoption is that white parents cannot adequately prepare a nonwhite child

witli the proper coping mechanisms for surviving in a racist society and that therefore

"they will rear a psychologically defenseless individual" (Sirnon 9-10). Cefiainly this

is the case in Shay's story, although her very ignorance ofracial issues provides her

with a certain amount of insulation fi'om the implications of various remarks. The

ending of the story, however, in which Garek finally acknowledges Shay's aboriginal

origin, offers some optimism for Shay's futute development and selÊknowledge.

Nanative Inspirations and the In/appropriateness of Appropriation

One ofthe texts that I was reading during the plocess of writing this thesis

was Gabrielle Roy's Street of Ríches. These eighteen linked stories fi'om thepoint of

view of a young girl growing up in St. Boniface were an inspiration specifically in

tenns of Roy's wealth of detailed description. The calefully obsered conversation

between Maman and Madame Guilbert (11-12), the young narator's captivation and
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identification with a small spider (16), the story dedicated to her "candy-pink hat"

(21-24), and the tale ofher sickness spent recovering in a harmnock (38-42) are all

typical of the kind of simple and sensitive reminiscence for which I was striving.

Another book I found myself reading was Anne Coleman's memoir 17l Tell You a

Secret,which tells the story of a friendship with Hugh Maclennan which began when

she was fourteen. Coleman's text provided an interesting example for me of a first-

person account focused nanowly on a pafiicular series of memories: the book

documents Coleman's growth into adulthood but only in relation to her friendship

with Maclennan. As a result, the story has a powerful drarnatic tension propelling it

forward, which is what I was airning for in this thesis.

In tems of subject matter and theme, ftside Out: An Autobiography by a

Natit,e Canadian by James Tyman and In Search of April Rainlree by Beatrice

Culleton Mosionier both provided me with models and inspiration to work from.

Tyman's memoir of growing up in a white adoptive farnily describes his gradual

initiation into an awareness of himself as a racialized subject, depicting in

heartrending detail how the first friends of his earliest youth tum away from him as

they grow to adopt their parents' racist views. Ofparticular interest to me were

Tyman's diffrculties in reconciling his aboriginal appearance with the racist attitudes

prevalent at school. Unwilling and unable to identify himself with a reviled group,

Tyman repeatedly mentions his desire "to wash the dalkness off'(15), emphasizing

his feelings ofwrongness in front of the minor (1 1,15). Tynan's moving account of

his personal identity struggle and its troubling consequences confinned rny ideas

about early likely sources of racializations as well as my desire to write a story that
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would accurately suggest the pain and confusion suffered by children ofcolour in

white society, and in particular by the children of the Sixties Scoop.

In Seørch of April Raintree provided a sirnilar rnodel of a realistic memoir-

style nanative, beginning with childhood memories. April's plainly stated

observation ofher mother's discomfort at being treated rudely at downtown

department stores (13) and April's own envy and idealization of the white children at

the park (16) wele instructional to me in their emotional content, even though in

comparable scenarios I envisioned Shay as being both less perceptive of the issues at

work around her as rvell as less capable ofunderstanding and expressing her feelings

about thern.

The realism present in all ofthese texts suggested to me the value of this

rnode for my story, as a retrospective nanative from a childhood perspective. For a

nanator looking back on her childhood, the issue of mernory is all-important,

especially in light of the role ofpersonal storytelling in the creation ofracialized

identity. Since I wanted to do justice to the theory of racialization as an existing

social process, it was important for me to offer a detailed and believable account.

This also influenced my decision in following these authors in their choice offirst-

person narration: the direct communication to the reader seemed to me to be the ideal

means for conveying the emotional weight of Shay's subjective expederrces.

One question I struggled with during the writing of this piece was whether, as

a non-aboriginal, it could be appropriate to write in the first-person voice ofan

aboriginal naffator. Much of Shay's experience in this story is based on my own

impressions growing up as a person of mixed-origin raised in a white family, and I
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imagined that her confusion and alienation was something shared by many victims of

racism. For this reason, writing about Shay's early childhood as a brown girl in a

white family, during a period in which she is unaware ofher ethnic background, did

not seem to me to be wdting outside of my experience. Additionally, positioning

Shay as an aboriginal child allowed me some creative distance fiom my own

childhood and gave me the opporlunity to extrapolate the anti-racist rnessage of the

story to the larger political issue ofthe Sìxties Scoop and racism against aborìginals

irr Canada - factors which contributed to my choice to continue with the story as

plamed. I approached this project rnindful of the dar.rgers of cultural appropriation

and with the goal of rnaking a contribution to anti-racist litelatule. I lemain

optirnistic that the story will prompt readers to critically examine the process of

racialization.

Conclusion

Like editors Rita J. Simon and Rhonda M. Roorda claim of their volume 1tz

Their Own Voices: Transracial Adoptees Tell Theit'Stories, this thesis "does not take

an ideological stand on transracial adoption" (xiii). I view the Sixties Scoop of

aboriginal children from their biological parents as a tragedy with rnany terrible

antecedents and with hearlbreaking results. Certainly the overt and systemic racism

against aboriginals in Canada rneans that it is likely that aboriginal children will end

up facing difficulties in the development and retention of a positive self-image, and

this situation is liable to be cornplicated even further by immersion into an all-white
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family and neighbourhood. In this case of this thesis, I wanted to tell just one story

and I hoped to make it personal and believable, as well as illuminating upon the

process of racialization as both a psychic and social phenomenon. Ultirnately, I am

an adherent to Ricoeur's asseÍion in Time and Nat'rative that "We tell stories because

in the last analysis human lives need and merit being nanated" (75).
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